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FOREWORD

Having had the opportunity to look through the manuscript of A New

Management of Life by Professor J.D.R. de Raadt, it is with great pleasure that I

provide the foreword to this book.

I first became acquainted with Professor de Raadt (Donald) back in the

early 1970s when I was rector of St Stephen's Anglican Church, Coorparoo in

Brisbane, Australia. Donald and his wife, Veronica, were active members of my

congregation, as was their baby son, Timothy (although his activity was of a

slightly different nature).

Since those days, Donald's family has grown with the addition of a

daughter, Julia, and another son, Johann. His professional career also appears to

have been most fruitful. He has held various academic appointments in Australia,

the United States and in Sweden where he is now the Head of the Department of

Informatics and Systems Science at Luleå University of Technology. I also

understand that he has been published in various major international systems

journals and has presented numerous conference papers.

I cannot pass myself off as an academic expert in the field of management,

however, having held various church positions (including my current position as

Anglican Archbishop of Sydney), I have obtained a fair amount of experience in

'management'. Also, in my pastoral capacity as a clergyman, I have had the
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opportunity to observe the negative effects of certain forms of management

practice on both individuals and groups in society.

There have been many worthwhile technological advances in recent

decades. However, along with the undoubted benefits, they have contributed to life

becoming faster and, for many people, more stressful. People often work longer

hours and in increasingly specialised positions. In addition, in today's thinking,

economic forces appear to be the major determining factors in both business and

political decision-making. The consequence is that, for many, life becomes an

experience of dissatisfaction, disillusionment and desperation.

Doubtless, there are many texts on offer today that purport to introduce the

reader to the study of management theory. As the writer of the book of

Ecclesiastes said many years ago, "Of making many books there is no end". So,

what does this book have to offer?

For me, the most noteworthy aspect of Donald's book is that, unlike much

scholarship today, Donald places his work firmly in a Christian context. He

considers the sovereignty of God and emphasises the crucial importance of Christ

and his message to humanity. This impacts on the subjects which he addresses.

Donald adopts what he describes as a "prophetic" approach. A prophetic

approach assumes a theistic and personal understanding of the universe. This is in

contrast to what he calls the "philosophical" approach which views the universe as

being governed by a set of impersonal laws. Much management theory, he argues,

falls into error as it adopts a philosophical approach. As a consequence, many such

theories view the world as a "machine" rather than as a world commanded by God.

In addition, managers who adopt such theories are often "blind to the life, history,

beauty, justice, love and faith that also command the world they manage".

By contrast, Donald sets out a form of management theory which he calls

"multi-modal systems thinking". This thinking has its roots in the character of God.
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God is multi-modal in that he is concerned with every aspect of human life. He is

also systematic in the way he exercises his power to hold the universe together.

The multi-modal systematic approach gives priority to human concerns

over purely industrial and commercial interests. Donald rejects "the bureaucratic

domination of social systems and instead sees management as supporting the wide

gamut of vocations with which people are endowed". He also addresses the issue

of management in a very broad sense. His approach is not restricted in application

to the business world, but can also be applied to management of our families, our

churches, our governments and our lives.

No doubt many will read this book who will not agree with Donald's

underlying assumptions. However, even if such assumptions are rejected, the world

would still certainly benefit from a concern for many of the practical out workings

of such assumptions (for example, the importance of the individual, and the

expression rather than repression of one's distinctive gifts and abilities).

I believe that exposure to the ideas found in this book will greatly benefit

tomorrow's managers and leaders as they prepare themselves for the challenges

they will face.

The Most Reverend Richard Henry Goodhew

Anglican Archbishop of Sydney
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PREFACE

A few years ago I participated in the deliberations of a small group of

systems scientists who gathered in Monterey, California, to discuss the future of

their scientific society and explore how it could contribute to improving our world.

A strong drive behind these meetings was West Churchman, one of the most

eminent management and systems scientists of this century and who, already then,

was in his eighties. He challenged us by describing the world’s situation as utterly

out of control and mismanaged. He meant the abject poverty of millions of people,

the high mortality among children, war and general exploitation of innocent lives.

He regarded the indifference of modern science to this plight as grossly immoral

and urged that the first duty of scientists was to address this calamity and help

manage it.

People responded to this challenge in different ways. Some published a

book advocating a “radical redesign of American business” (Mitroff, Mason and

Pearson, 1994). The book is undoubtedly radical. It prescribes - at the suggestion

of Churchman - a treatment for business organisations similar to the method used

by Alcoholic Anonymous. The book also covers a number of topics - including

God and the spiritual life - that are not common in the standard management

literature. Certainly the reform of business in the USA - and in other countries - is

badly needed. But it is not sufficient. What we need is even more radical. While

many - including Churchman - believe that there cannot be a solution to human

misery if we exclude God from our solution, it is necessary to go further. We must

completely reject the secular foundation of modern science. By secular I mean the
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idea that the world is governed by impersonal, inert and static laws rather than by a

personal, dynamic and living God. Furthermore we must admit that the death and

destruction that we witness today in many places of the world are a manifestation

of a larger sentence of death and destruction that looms upon humanity and the

universe as a whole. We are responsible for this sentence. We have become,

through pride, greed and cruelty malefactors in this universe and we have to pay

for it.

Our situation is far worse than the alcoholic, for we stand like a criminal in

a death row awaiting the execution of our sentence. We need our sentence to be

commuted, to be forgiven and allowed to live again. Nevertheless, it must be God

who does this for us because, like the alcoholic - and here Churchman’s imagery is

most appropriate - we cannot do it on our own. This is what Christ claims to have

accomplished for us through his crucifixion. The crucifixion is not only the

exculpation from our sins, it is also according to St. Paul, the key to a wise life, the

fountain of true science. Or, as Luther once put it to Erasmus, it is “…the hinge on

which all turns, …the vital spot.” Apart from it, all science and all understanding is,

by comparison, foolishness. The question is however, how can one turn this

crucifixion into such an understanding, such a science that will enable us to manage

and redesign our lives in a meaningful and civil manner? This is the task of this

book. It is of course a daunting task, and this can only be a small contribution to it.

Although I have written it for my students - and this includes my children -

this book should also be of interest to others concerned with management and its

relationship to science. By management I mean its broadest definition, that is, not

only the management of our social systems but also the management of life. This

should include almost everyone who wishes to do some serious thinking about life

and live accordingly! Naturally, I am indebted to many people, especially to my

colleagues and students at my university and the Centre for Technology and Social
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Systems. I would like to thank Archbishop Goodhew for his encouragement and

willingness to write the foreword to this book and to my colleagues Professor

Kristo Ivanov and Associate Professor Douglas Grant for recommending its

publication. But chiefly I am indebted to my wife Veronica for all the support and

help a devoted woman gives her husband, for her patient listening to my

interminable talking about my ideas and for her comments and editing of my

writing. She is at the moment conducting her own empirical application of these

ideas. This itself has been an added source of stimulus to my work.

Luleå University of Technology

Sweden
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

n an introduction to a book about the structure of the universe (Riordan

and Schramm, 1993) Stephen Hawking tells us that, given the speed at

which the universe is expanding, there ought to be a hundred times more matter

than we can observe. In other words, we are directly aware of only one per cent of

the universe. Where is the other 99 per cent of the universe? Hawking concludes

that:

…there are two possibilities; either our understanding of the very early Universe is
completely wrong, or there is some other form of matter in the Universe that we
have failed to detect. The second possibility seems more likely, but the required
amount of missing “dark” matter is enormous; it is about hundred times the matter
we can directly observe. (p. viii.)

 I believe in the first possibility, that is, that our understanding of the

universe is either completely wrong or at least - according to his figures - 99 per

cent wrong. It must be if we are to explain the mess we have made of it and our

lives. I believe it to be wrong on two counts. Firstly, the matter that is missing is

not dark, but it is a matter that the eyes of physics cannot see. The universe not

only obeys the command of physics, but also the commands of life, history, beauty,

justice, love and faith. Secondly, even the matter that physics can see behaves

rather differently from the mechanical mode that physics has assumed for about

three hundred years. Starting with Newtonian physics, the universe has been

I
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regarded as a mechanical device operating autonomously (or automatically). While

subsequent discoveries - especially quantum physics - have challenged it, physicists

have never quite abandoned the mechanical perspective of things.

Management - which is really what we are most concerned about in this

book - has also fallen prey to these two errors of physics. Firstly, it has regarded

the universe, or at least that part of the universe that it manages, as a machine.1

This has meant that, notwithstanding its miracles, modern technology has become a

magnificent threat to our civilisation, including not only our families and schools,

but even those industries that most promote technology. Many companies that

have survived a century of wars and depressions have gone into liquidation despite

their high automation and the sophistication of their products. Computers have

enhanced the jobs of a small group of people, but at the expense of a large group

whose work has become obsolete through mechanisation. Many people have to

work long hours in poorly paid and menial jobs such as cleaning, waiting at tables

and telephone peddling, to make a meagre living. This is happening in the

wealthiest of countries. Such mechanical thinking revolves around technology.

Around this technology, and in subjugation to it, is the design of the organisation.

In turn, around the technology and the organisation, and under its subjugation, it

builds its idea of humanity. This new humanity lives in buildings that look like

gigantic refrigerators, listens to music that sounds like engines, and graces its parks

with sculptured coils, springs and bolts.

Secondly, like many physicists, managers are blind to the life, history,

beauty, justice, love and faith that also command the world they manage. They see

little beyond economics. They fail to see the relationship that exists between our

industrial set up and our deteriorating social conditions, between computers and

                                               
1 There are some models of management that reject this mechanical view, but it has been the
mechanical view that has dominated and still dominates managerial thought and practice.
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vandalism. Managers seldom realise that many of the decisions they make in their

businesses have a detrimental impact on the cultural environment that surrounds

them. Decline in this culture also brings their businesses to an eventual collapse.

This blindness to 99 per cent of the world is taught in management schools all over

the world; what is happening to our social institutions and to ourselves flows

directly out of the classroom. Therefore we desperately need an alternative way of

thinking that will open our leaders' eyes, but before this we must understand how

we got to think this way.

Our search for an answer takes us more than three thousand years into the

past. For the roots of all Western thinking - and much of what we experience today

- are mainly grounded in both the Hebrew and Greek culture: on the teaching of

the prophets and of the philosophers. We find that our knowledge and relation to

God determine what we are prepared to see or not prepared to see in the universe.

We may summarise a person's position to this by his answer to two questions. The

first is: is there a God and is he relevant? The second is: is the universe dependent

on a person - regardless who that person may be - or is it autonomous of any

personal intervention? Concerning God, one can give a theistic answer and say that

God does exist and that he is relevant, or give a secular answer and state the

opposite. Furthermore, whether a theist or secularist, one can view the universe as

dependent or autonomous. By combining these answers we can identify four main

positions - illustrated in Figure 1 - around which much of the history of Western

thought revolves. These four positions - prophetic, philosophic, mechanical and

subjective - succeed each other in time with some exceptions. It is this succession

(represented by the thin arrows in Figure 1) that we trace in the first part of this

book.
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We start this in Chapter 2. We consider the prophetic world view that

originated with Moses, the first prophet. He lived somewhere in the 13th or 14th

century BC and taught in his writings that the universe was personally created and

governed by God; God’s laws were his personal command. Every prophet that

followed Moses shared this theistic and personal understanding of the world. On

the other hand the Greek philosophers, who began reflecting about these things

around the 6th century BC, conceived them rather differently. In their thinking

there was no place for creation or creativeness: production was the closest idea

they had. They thought that the universe was governed by autonomous or

impersonal laws that were eternal. While they were not at all atheistic - in Greek

culture impiety was regarded as iniquity - they drew a dividing line between their

deity and the cosmic laws. The latter were autonomous from providence.

Chapter 3 looks at the first encounter between Hebrew and Greek culture.

This took place when the Hellenistic culture spread through the empire of

Alexander and met the Jewish exiles who lived in the Mediterranean world outside

Palestine. A typical example is the Jewish Rabbi, Philo of Alexandria who merged

the creation account in Genesis with Platonic ideas. However a much larger

meeting of Hebrew and Greek thought took place with the rise and spread of

Dependent Autonomous

Theist

Secular

Prophetic Philosophic

Subjective Mechanical

Figure 1: The Four Positions
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Christianity. Christ delivered to his apostles a teaching built upon Hebrew theology

- symbolised in his choosing twelve apostles, one for each of the sons of Israel. But

he also instructed them to take this teaching beyond Palestine and to the end of the

earth. This was interpreted as meaning the borders of the Roman empire and

required, in turn, the translation of the Gospel into the common Greek thought

language (Koiné): the lingua franca of the empire. It also meant that Christ’s

prophetic message had to spread across a culture and thought that was essentially

Hellenic and thus philosophic.

The gradual increase of converts to Christianity culminated with the empire

itself adopting it as the official religion. On the way Christianity took on board a

large amount of material that was foreign to the Hebrew mind. Among these

foreign elements was the Greek conception of the cosmos as ruled by autonomous

laws. Naturally, this issue created plenty of controversy. Nevertheless, attempts to

synthesise these two views of the universe seem to have often led to sacrificing the

personal for the benefit of the autonomous. With some important exceptions such

as Augustine, it is only in the Reformation that we find a strong resurgence of the

prophetic way of looking at things. However, the successors of Luther, and

especially Calvin, eagerly reworked reformed thought into a philosophic

framework, but this time they added the prophetic idea of creativity. Creativity

significantly stimulated the development of science in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Chapter 4 examines how this creativity combined with the Greek idea of an

autonomous cosmic law resurrected by the 17th century rationalists to forge a view

of the universe as a machine. Out of this also emerges the mechanical and

utilitarian theory of economics that delivered to us the industrial revolution. The

mechanical position begins the decline of science and thought, and is succeeded

during the 19th century by a subjective position incapable of guiding humanity any

longer. Now almost entirely unopposed, industry expands into all realms of life and
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culminates - according to sociologists - in the 1960’s in the unmanageable era of

post-modernity: an era of computers and dole queues. In the post-modern society,

thought and management have, by definition, no further meanings - except in a

strictly utilitarian way - for post-modernity stands for the end of meaning. The

subjective worldview is, according to the post-moderns’ definition, the end of all

worldviews. Beyond it there is nothing else.

The second part of the book returns to the prophetic position (see thick

arrow in Figure 1) and on this foundation offers an alternative for thinking, for

managing and for designing our future. Chapter Five argues that we should first

stop thinking like machines, second, open our eyes so that we can see the “dark

matter” and third, begin thinking like persons. This new thinking (multi-modal

systems thinking), regards the world, not like a machine, but as commanded by

God. His command is multi-modal, that is, he commands every aspect of the world

such as ethics, history and life. His command is also systemic, he does not allow

the immense variety of the universe to fragment but, on the contrary, he holds it

together. Multi-modal systems thinking strives for an educated understanding. I

mean educated in the broadest sense, where education includes not only the ability

to solve linear equations but also to grasp art and history and to reflect upon the

ultimate meaning of life. A broad education simultaneously captures the integral

unity of all knowledge and its variety as reflected in logic and numbers as well as

aesthetics, linguistics and creed. In Chapter 6 we take this type of education and

develop out of it a new approach to management, one that aims at handling the

whole welfare of humanity and the natural environment. This idea of management

replaces the foundation of profits and technology by an economics of sustenance of

both nature and culture. The chapter also rejects the bureaucratic domination of

social systems and instead sees management as supporting the wide gamut of

vocations with which people are endowed. We therefore provide a theoretical
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framework that brings technology and humanity together in a manner that, while

violating the predominant technological conventions and lines of demarcation, does

not violate our cultural balance. In Chapter 7 we look at how this framework also

assists cultural development - or systems design - in a manner that includes the

various dimensions of human life such as credal, ethical, social, aesthetics and

economic. The approach differs from the modernist and post-modernist design

methodologies. Modernism takes an optimistic view of human progress based on

economic prosperity and technological development. Conversely post-modernism

rejects optimism, but it also loses its vision for humanity and falls prey to

relativism. Multi-modal systems design recognises that all design emerges out of

unjust circumstances which first demand forgiveness and reconciliation among the

people involved. It finds no ground for optimism, but does not fall into pessimism

either. It hopes on God’s intervention in the affairs of mankind and creatively and

cohesively unfolds the modalities regardless of the obstacles that are set in its way.

Its paramount concern is the welfare of humanity and the promotion of our entire

culture. Technology is subdued to the needs of humanity rather than the reverse.

Many managers have focused their skills and pinned their career hopes

solely on money and technology. For them a multi-modal approach that demands

to build upon such things as ethics, aesthetics, social justice and faith, may seem

ludicrous and even deranged. Yet, should we adopt such an approach, it is most

likely that we could enjoy much of the benefits of our technological advances

without sacrificing our overall cultural advancement. We would also regain the

possibility for people to be meaningfully employed, the possibility of social stability

and a more rewarding family and community life.





PART I: THE ROAD THUS FAR





CHAPTER 2

The Prophet and the Philosopher

ur inquiry starts at the roots of Western thought, that is, with the

two main traditions - Hebrew and Greek - that have shaped it the

most. It is the Hebrew prophet and the Greek philosopher who have provided us

with much of the raw material for the ongoing debate that has engaged us to this

day. The debate travels with Western culture all over the globe much in the same

manner as it travelled in the past through the Roman Empire. The main difference

may be that in Roman times the journey was by galley, horse or foot, while today it

is through electronic highways. At the heart of this debate one finds such questions

as: what is reality? how do we know what is real? what is the meaning of life? how

do we move out of the tragic predicament of humanity? The way that these

questions are answered decides much of the ups and downs of our culture.

The Prophet

The prophet has no time for speculative thought and the question about

reality. Nor, as many assume, is he mainly concerned with predicting the future.

The question for him is: how should we live? What is important is not whether

people and things exist or not but, whether they are alive or dead. Life, not

existence, is the foremost issue for mankind. His answer is that we should live the

O
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way God commands. God, he says, rules over a world that mirrors his dynamism,

personality and life. Even a stone or a cloud has, according to the prophet, some

kind of life. Life, its creation and its management are wholly deposited in his

person. He creates life as an artist creates his masterpiece. However, his is a special

type of art, somewhat like music: it requires not only creation - or composition -

but also direction. Most forms of art, such as painting and sculpture, become

autonomous from the artist once they are completed; this is not so with music. We

may enjoy a painting, a book or a sculpture in complete solitude but, by itself, a

musical score is not much fun. Music needs not only to be composed but also

conducted and performed: it requires a “live” performance. This is precisely the

situation between God and his living world: God conducts and the world performs.

Like in an orchestra, all things are related to each other and to God by his

conducting (did not Sibelius see God’s orchestra playing his 5th symphony?).

This orchestration is spread out in Figure 2. The Hebrew word for

command - or in our figurative form of speech, conducting - is tsavah. Although

God’s tsavah is one, it is aimed nevertheless in two directions, to the universe in

general and to man specifically; to nature and to his image. Through his universal

command - the shaded area in Figure 2 - he conducts the stars to move, the sun to

shine and the earth to follow the seasons. Through his vocational command he

conducts man’s heart. By heart or soul the prophet does not mean mere emotion -

although emotion may express the heart’s experience - but means the innermost

totality of our person: he also calls this the image of God. Here God speaks “man

to man” and conducts man to serve. Service includes marrying, loving and having

children, managing the earth and its creatures, building homes and bridges, sailing

the seas, writing poetry, cooking, researching, painting and (of course) composing

symphonies. In short, one finds a whole gamut of human activities.
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When performing, the players in an orchestra depend on the conductor’s

constancy, that is, the direction must be delivered during each instant of the

playing. He cannot step out for a while and let the orchestra play on its own. The

world - according to the prophet - displays the same ongoing dependence upon

God’s constancy. He can be trusted continuously to conduct every aspect of it. If

an apple falls from a tree with the same acceleration on Monday as it does on

Tuesday, the prophet tells us that it is due to the constancy of God’s character. It is

not because these things are governed by some immutable law. Likewise, it is after

the character of God that man should shape his life. When man is exhorted to seek

beauty, goodness, nobility and justice, he is directed not to some impersonal ideal

or principle but to God himself in whom he finds the totality of these things. The

prophet calls this holiness. Regretfully, to the modern person holiness tends to

convey an image of pale dullness that is quite contrary to the Hebraic meaning of

the word. So it is better to refer to it as greatness - a word also used by the

Faith
Understanding

CommandWisdom

GOD

Universal
Command

Vocational
Command

Figure 2: The Prophet
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prophet. This is an awe-inspiring greatness - indescribable and almost unbearable

to see, yet at the same time, devoid of pride. Man, the image of God, is called to

this greatness. Here is the very root of our vocation and the ultimate destination of

all man’s vocation, regardless of its kind.

How do we understand all these things? Understanding or wisdom

(Hebrew: hokma) is found in God’s command. Man seeks wisdom but God gives

it. In a typically Hebrew fashion, where words are usually interchanged in a manner

that strongly enriches their meaning, the prophet uses the word wisdom of God as

a synonym of his command (tsavah). Man, by turning to God for wisdom, comes

across his command and the way the world works (see Figure 2). Understanding is

a fully dependent activity; there can never be autonomy of thought from God and

when man pretends it, he is bound to foolishness and disaster.

Though God's wisdom is one, it has nevertheless diverse modalities. It

includes such things as craft, management, erudition, agriculture, creativity and

moral conduct. When we search for God’s wisdom, we seek to understand every

dimension of life. Though in many ways sublime, God’s wisdom is also practical

and non-speculative, delivering to us the keys to how one should live well. This is

wisdom in a close embrace with life. For the world is a scenario of creative

partnership between God and man where life is mutually enjoyed. Man is made in

the image of God and that allows him to respond to God's affection and share the

world with him. Theirs is a world where things happen and where history is

shaped. Many ancient cultures recorded their actions and events, but the prophets

were the first to search for a creative meaning in these events and to see them

unfolding into a culture guided by God. History is creativity in action.

Sadly, all this can only be mediated through faith (left of Figure 2), for the

great tragedy of man is that he can no longer see God with his eyes. Though man is

created for greatness, it is greatness without pride. However, it is precisely here
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that he becomes tangled. By seeking autonomy from God, man sets himself against

God. He forfeits his source of wisdom and becomes corrupt, though not so

completely corrupt as to lose his image of God, yet sufficiently corrupt to lose

clear discernment. From now on a large portion of his life and the universe are

inscrutable dark matter. By seeking emancipation from God, he becomes enslaved

to his whim and his creativity is transformed into a force of destruction, cruelty and

oppression. History thus becomes tainted by wars and other self-inflicted

calamities.

So God rightly turns away in disgust - this is why man cannot see him any

longer - but he never forsakes man completely. His greatness is coupled with

compassion. He promises the prophet that he himself shall pay the price of

humanity’s crimes. This is the climax to which he now propels history: the

redemption of humanity through his sacrifice. In the meantime and before the

consummation of history, man must live and understand by faith.

Plato

We now move from the prophetic to the philosophic mind. For our

purpose it is sufficient that we should limit ourselves to the two philosophers that

have most influenced our thought and the way we manage our lives: Plato and

Aristotle. Of all Greek philosophers, Plato is closest to the prophets. In many

passages of his works, philosophy almost knocks at the door of prophecy. Yet,

together with this resemblance there is also strong divergence. Plato’s search starts

one step earlier than the prophet. Rather than asking from whence comes life, he

asks what is life. Instead of seeking understanding, he asks what is understanding.

At first sight this may seem more clever, but it is not. For in asking these questions,

Plato, like his predecessors and successors, becomes bogged down in them. There
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are no answers that will satisfy them neither are they relevant. While philosophers

struggle in this intellectual quagmire, the prophet seeks understanding from God

and gets on with life making a far more positive and humane contribution to

civilisation, despite the stoning and the persecutions. This is one of the foremost

differences between Greek philosophy and Hebrew prophecy.

There are some indications of a personal God in some of Plato's works, but

the relationship of this God with the world is essentially impersonal and lifeless. It

has a clinical flavour. God - theos - is more of a quality or divinity than a person.

God does not create the world but produces it 2 by imprinting in it not his

character, as a composer would do, but the image of a uniquely perfect, eternal and

inert model (eidos). Figure 3 shows the perfect model interposed between God and

the world breaking the direct contact between them. This does not mean that Plato

accepts a secular view of science. On the contrary, he is particularly repulsed by

the idea that the world came into being and is ruled by chance without intelligence

or design in it. It is "...a pernicious doctrine...[which]...must be the ruin of the

younger generation, both in the state at large and in private families." (The Laws,

Book X, 890) Yet his world remains autonomous from God, for things are taken

care by the perfect and inert model.

Knowledge is found, according to Plato, partly in the world itself and partly

in the perfect model. He distinguishes four mental stages in the pursuit of

knowledge: illusion, faith, reason and intelligence (left of Figure 3). Illusion and

faith - the latter, so important to the prophet - are focused on the visible world, but

do not measure up to real knowledge. So he regards both of them as mere opinion

and of limited value. True knowledge can only be reached by reason and

intelligence gazing at the perfect model that is "the highest and most completely

                                               
2  The word creation or creative is quite foreign to the philosophers.
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perfect of intelligible things” (Timaeus 31). Reason means mathematics and pure

deductive processes, while intelligence is proper philosophy which he regards of

the highest value. Like the world, this philosophy is autonomous from God and

devoid of his personal character.

Plato shares the prophet’s feeling for the greatness of God, but it is not a

personal, dynamic and living greatness. Beauty, love, justice and other such things

are found in the model and are inert. Plato also believes that the goal of man is

“uprightness and self-discipline” (Gorgias, 507) and is as painfully aware as the

prophet of the ineradicable presence of sin in humanity. He realises that the

immense greatness of God makes it impossible for an immoral man to approach

him. God, he says, can only be reached through the purification of philosophy or

intelligence and by progressing through the four mental stages in Figure 3. This

pilgrimage is exclusively for the intellectual elite and definitely not for the lowly

Perfect
Model

God

Intelligence

Reason

Faith

Illusion

Figure 3: Plato
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and the slave. There is no compassion or forgiveness for man's shortcomings. In his

design of the ideal city Magnesia, Plato prohibits the erection of private temples in

homes, for the idea that man can extract compassion from God is repugnant to

him. The Greek God is deaf to a sinful man’s plight.

Aristotle

Aristotle, Plato’s successor, carries impersonality a step further. Like Plato,

his concern is with reality rather than life. He also believes that the world is ruled

by a model, but this model is within the world rather than beyond it (see Figure 4).

While Plato was an idealist, Aristotle was a concrete realist. God, who is ultimate

perfection and is solely concerned with it, is far removed from this concrete reality.

He is pure mind and, beyond giving the world its prime impulse to start its march

God

Reason

Judgement

Ideas Model

Figure 4: Aristotle
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towards perfection, he shows no further interest towards it. Like Plato, Aristotle

has no idea of God as a creator in the prophetic sense. Since God cannot be

interested in a man and a world that have not yet achieved perfection, he ignores

them both and spends his time looking at himself.

Aristotle defines three mental states: ideas, judgement and reason. All three

are firmly grounded in the concrete and inert reality of the world. The highest level

is accorded to reason and beyond this there is no place for a higher level of

knowledge of philosophy such as is found in Plato. Finally, like Plato much of

Aristotle’s preoccupation is with human perfection and virtue, but he has no

solution for the predicament of humanity. God cares nothing for the world; he

provides man with a goal of perfection but, beyond this, he is not concerned at all

with human misery. And amazingly, a life of lonely and static self-contemplation

seems never to bore him.

Conclusion

Undoubtedly I have presented the philosopher in a somewhat unfavourable

light. This does not mean that I do not appreciate his contribution to our culture.

On the contrary, there is much of his work, especially Plato’s, that delights me.

However, my purpose here has been to identify certain elements of philosophy that

have had a detrimental effect in the development of our culture and which remain

with us to this day. I shall summarise them again for they will play a pivotal role in

the unfolding of my arguments in the next chapters.

The prophet and the philosopher walk on similar paths, but they walk in

opposite directions. The philosopher has God in front of him, as an ideal for man

to be pursued and yet never to be quite reached. The prophet has God beside him

and as a friend, like Rembrandt's painting of the angel whispering in St. Matthew’s
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ear (see Figure 5, next chapter). The philosopher seeks an audience with an elusive

God; the prophet has already had his and has received his marching instructions for

life. This makes for much of the differences between both of them. The prophet

believes that the world is ruled by a living, dynamic and personal God; the

philosopher thinks that it is ruled by an inert, static and impersonal model. The

prophet understands life by knowing God, the philosopher by scrutinising his

model.

While both prophet and philosopher are moved by God’s greatness, they

have differing views concerning man. The prophet is no optimist: man is fallen and

life is a fight to get up again. Yet he is not able to do this on his own; he must hope

in God’s help. The philosopher is a partial optimist; he thinks that life - for the

philosopher, but not for the plebeian - is an ascension to perfection through pure

thought. Not surprisingly, he lacks the idea of compassion which is so strong in the

prophetic writings and is unable to deal in a humane way with the down-trodden

element in society. While the philosopher has vision, the prophet combines his

vision with practicality. Plato writes the magnificent Republic as a design of an

ideally just society. Moses attains justice by emancipating the Hebrew slaves from

their Egyptian masters and leads them through the desert to the very door of their

promised land. Plato writes a code of law for the hypothetical Magnesia. The

Mosaic code is not only the legal constitution of ancient Israel but remains to this

day the foundation of justice in most Western nations. Plato is undoubtedly a giant

who writes, but he is dwarfed beside Moses who not only writes but also performs.
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The Christian Era

n the beginning, the prophetic and philosophic views unfold in isolation

from each other. However, the fall of Samaria to Assyria in 722 BC and

Jerusalem to Babylon in 587 BC results in the gradual dispersion of Israelites all

over the Mediterranean region. Likewise the conquests of Alexander the Great in

the 4th century BC are followed by the spread of Hellenic culture in the same

region. This brings both views into contact with each other and sparks up the

enduring argument between them. There are clashes with each other as well as

attempts to synthesise them. The best known effort is by the rabbi Philo of

Alexandria. He rewrites, for example, the creation narrative in the book Genesis in

his De Opificio Mundi, III by borrowing from Plato’s Timaeus. God, Philo says,

created the world guided by an "archetypal idea conceived by the intellect" and

"only perceptible by the intellect" (1993, p.4).

Notwithstanding these important exchanges between rabbis and

philosophers, the greatest interaction between the two views follows the coming of

Christ and the diffusion of his message throughout the Mediterranean world. It is

here that we find the battle ground of our intellectual history and to understand it

we must first look at what Jesus has to say.

I
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Jesus of Nazareth

Jesus’ claims that he is God incarnate is quite extraordinary. These claims:

…if not true, are those of a megalomaniac, compared with whom Hitler was the
most sane and humble of men. There is no half-way house and there is no parallel
in other religions. If you had gone to Buddha and asked him ‘Are you the son of
Bramah?’ he would have said, ‘My son, you are still in the vale of illusion.’ If you
had gone to Socrates and asked, ‘ Are you Zeus?’ he would have laughed at you. If
you had gone to Mohammed and asked, ‘Are you Allah?’ he would have first rent
his clothes and then cut your head off. If you had asked Confucius, ‘Are you
heaven?’, I think he would have probably replied, ‘Remarks which are not in
accordance with nature are in bad taste.’ The idea of a great moral teacher saying
what Christ said is out of the question. In my opinion, the only person who can say
that sort of thing is either God or a complete lunatic… (Lewis, 1994, pp. 157-158.)

But no man in his right mind has charged him with lunacy. He is by far the grand

giant of history. He is God incarnated as a new Moses; what Moses is to the Old

Testament Christ is to the New. Every event in his life finds its image in the life of

Moses as he assumes the three divine roles over Israel: king, prophet and priest.

Regarding his rule of the world, we need not add much more to what has already

been said by the prophet. Regarding truth, he affirms it to be a person, living and

dynamic: himself. Truth is linked with life and life is also embodied in him. This is

also in perfect agreement with the teaching of the prophets. New material appears

however when we consider the understanding of truth. For he introduces us to

what is only hinted at in prophecy: the third person of the Trinity, that is, the Holy

Spirit. This is our teacher of the essentials of life who instructs by in-spirat-ion.

Understanding now involves the three persons of the Trinity (see Figure 5): it is

given by the Spirit, who introduces us to Christ, the conductor of this world, who

in turn shows us the Father. God is now known in his fullness.

We have already discussed, in the previous chapter, the painful awareness

of human sin in the prophet and the philosopher. No sinful man - and this includes

everyone - can ever approach God. Christ’s execution constitutes the payment of
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the arrears of mankind. He who was perfectly just was unjustly treated for our

benefit.3 It is a sacrifice of love that transcends justice and relieves man from the

burden of his guilt. It also opens the door to a new world and to the inspiration of

the Spirit to all types of people: rich and poor, high and lowly alike. All this is

illustrated in Figure 5, where Christ’s death stands as a bridge between the old and

the new world.

 The gap between a guilty man and a great and kindly God has disappeared:

this is the gist of Christ’s message. It has had, in every age, far greater appeal to

the man in the gutter - the thief, the prostitute and the delinquent - than to the rich

and powerful. For the poor seem to realise more acutely their miseries, while

wealth and comfort make the rich proud and thus blind to their own. Yet inspired

by Christ, men and women from all backgrounds, both in the past and today, have

accomplished all kinds of good service to God and neighbour. Among these are

some of the most famous scientists, artists and humanitarians. Claiming their

                                               
3 One may have expected the prophet to know what kind of treatment the Messiah would receive
in this world. What is amazing  is Plato’s insight in this matter. In The Republic he speculates
that a perfectly just man’s destiny must lead to calumniation, to an unjust trial, torture,
imprisonment and finally, to crucifixion.
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Figure 5: Christ
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inspiration as a gift of God’s Spirit, they have - in large volume - made significant

scientific discoveries, written great works of literature, composed beautiful

symphonies and painted and sculptured masterpieces. Not the least, they have also

gone to the slums or ghettos in modern cities, the slums of Calcutta and to the

inclement barrenness of Tierra del Fuego and brought love, care and comfort to the

suffering and destitute. It is a message that engenders hope and courage. Many

others, who have accomplished nothing outstanding have nevertheless

accomplished this: they have been far better people with Christ than what they

would have been without him. For no matter what reverses a person may meet in

this world, his life in the new world is not affected by them. Every good work, no

matter how small, though in appearance vulnerable in this world, is invulnerable in

the other. A man can write a book and see it burned in this world, but no one will

touch it in the other. This means that, in true Hebraic fashion, pure Christianity is

never escapist. The escapism often found in monastic life is due to philosophic and

not prophetic influences. Christ urges people to be the salt of the earth, to labour

hard and make a difference in it, no matter how small. For him, this world is the

place for action, the other, the place of satisfaction. Christ’s disciples are to

combine other-worldliness with earthiness. They are neither to be pessimists nor

optimists, but are to be moved in this life by the hope of the other. Lewis has found

this to be the mark of true followers of Christ throughout history:

Hope ... means that a continual looking forward to the eternal world is not (as some
modern people think) a form of escapism or wishful thinking...It does not mean
that we are to leave the present world as it is. If you read history you will find that
the Christians who did most for the present world were just those who thought most
of the next...It is since Christians have largely ceased to think of the other world
that they have become so ineffective in this. Aim at Heaven and you will get earth
"thrown in": aim at earth and you will get neither. (1955, p. 116.)

This is therefore what Luther calls “the hinge on which all turns” and what St. Paul

regards as the wisdom before which all other wisdom pales. However, as this
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wisdom flows out of Palestine to all corners of the Roman Empire, philosophy

awaits ready to pounce on the fledgling Christian movement. For a fierce battle

ensues between prophetic and philosophic wisdom that is to last fifteen centuries.

In the midst of this battle stand four dominant theologians - Augustine, Aquinas,

Luther and Calvin. It is to them that we shall now dedicate our inquiry.

Augustine

During the three centuries that extend from the first Christian mission to

Asia Minor and Augustine’s birth in 354, Christ’s message undergoes an intense

period of recasting from a prophetic to a philosophic framework. Even the

Apostolic writings that become the New Testament must be written in Koiné

Greek, the lingua franca of the Roman Empire. This means that, in contrast to the

Old Testament where the Hebrew language grows together with the prophetic

teachings and therefore closely fits them, the New Testament message finds itself

on foreign linguistic soil. It means that many prophetic ideas must be expressed in

words that bring with them extrinsic meanings not intended by the writers. When

St. John writes that “In the beginning was the Word”, he means the Hebrew dabar

for the word of God. Dabar is personal, alive and dynamic. However, since he is

writing in Greek, he chooses what may be the closest to dabar, that is, Lógos.

Lógos, which stands for reason and may be traced back to Plato’s work, is as we

have seen impersonal, inert and static. The problem, however, is not solely

linguistic but also intellectual. The world of thought during this period is

impregnated with Hellenic culture, therefore, to defend the Gospel, theologians

and apologists must interpret its message with Greek ideas and reasoning. Often,

like in the work of Clement of Alexandria, this means that the prophetic character

of Christ’s message is sacrificed for the benefit of clothing it in philosophic garb.
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Augustine’s life is a long moral, theological and philosophical pilgrimage

that takes him through Neo-Platonism, gnosticism and to his final conversion to

Christianity. After this, the challenge for him is to reconcile the rational

understanding of philosophy - which he cannot discard as useless - with

understanding as a gift of God to be received by faith. Reason4 he says, is not

autonomous but dependent upon faith. By this Augustine does not mean just a

mere intellectual assent to a set of presuppositions, but a profound and personal

reliance upon God. It is God who leads man into all truth: living, dynamic and

personal (Soliloquies I: 3). Augustine is rightly regarded by some as the most

personal of philosophers (Brown, 1993). This is very evident in his Confessions

which he writes as a dialogue between God and himself.

Though Augustine makes understanding dependent on faith, he definitely

does not believe in thoughtless faith. On the contrary, he stresses the need for an

intelligent and educated faith5 and this happens, he thinks, when there is a dynamic

interaction between faith and reason (as illustrated in Figure 6). While faith

provides the foundation for reason, reason enhances faith and helps it on its way to

maturity. Faith without intellect withers into credulity, a highly precarious

condition in which man devours anything without discernment or reflection.

Interaction between reason and faith also results in the integration of moral

character with scientific endeavour. Not only must the scholar give his whole self

and devotion to the pursuit of truth but, in addition, his life must be consistent with

his findings, for "He who finds truth, finds God."(Confessions xxiv.)

A work of consequence is his City of God. It explains why great nations -

such as Rome - fall into ultimate decline (it conveys a sobering message to our

industrialised nations). It begins by refuting the argument that Rome’s fall to Alaric

                                               
4 He uses the terms reason and understanding interchangeably.
5 This educated faith is exemplified in his own fine scholarship.
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is due to her forsaking her pagan gods in favour of Christianity and culminates in

the first theology and philosophy of history ever written. Augustine, like the

prophets, puts great stress on the impact of man’s sin in history6 which he

describes as the clash of two cities: the City of God and the Earthly City. The latter

stands for the force of evil that rules mankind and which appears to thwart every

effort for progress in humanity. This Earthly City is ruled by greed. Man’s selfish

love of the good things that this earth has to offer drives him to hoard them and to

deprive others of a fair share. As a result of this, our world “is often divided

against itself by litigations, wars, quarrels, and such victories as are life-destroying

or short lived.” (The City of God, xv: 4.) He reproaches those who advocate

economic prosperity, free of every constraint, even moral constraint, to safeguard

the empire’s well-being and its progress. The only concern such people have is:

…that every man be able to increase his wealth so as to supply his daily
prodigalities, and so that the powerful may subject the weak for their own purposes.
Let the poor court the rich for a living, and that under their protection they may
enjoy a sluggish tranquillity; and let the rich abuse the poor as their dependants, to
minister their pride. Let the people applaud not those who protect their interests,
but those who provide them with pleasure. Let no severe duty be commanded, no
impurity forbidden. (The City of God, ii: 20.)

Rather than prosperity, Augustine urges us to seek the peace of the City of God. In

this city - which is ruled by love - the goal of human labour is not possession but

stewardship:

…in active life, it is not the honours or power of this life we should covet, since all
things under the sun are vanity, but we should aim at using our position and
influence, if these have been honourably attained, for the welfare of those who are
under us… (The City of God, xix: 19.)

Augustine, like Christ, is no escapist. For the hope of the new world

                                               
6 Max Horkheimer of the Frankfurt School, affirms, fifteen centuries later, the same thing:
“[m]an’s first act has been to commit the original sin; on this basis the whole history of mankind
can be explained theologically.” (Quoted in Tar, 1985, p. 178.)
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assures him that even if he cannot fully see the fruits of his toil for justice and love

in this earth, they nevertheless reach the heavenly city unhindered. He is able to

confront the disastrous effect of sin on mankind history without falling into despair

or nihilism.

Aquinas and Scholasticism

The fall of Rome brings a break in the development of Western thought, at

least in the issues that are important to our inquiry. We therefore must leap

forward by about eight hundred years and reach the latter period of the 12th

century. By then, a revival of interest in Aristotle’s philosophy starts having some

significant impact on theology and epistemology. As stated in the previous chapter,

Aristotle sets reason - in the purely logical sense - as the highest mode of

understanding. With the increasing popularity of Aristotle some, like Thomas

Aquinas in the 13th century, feel an urge to harmonise Aristotle’s philosophy with

Christian theology. This undertaking requires finding a place for faith in a system

of thought that, as we have seen, is rather hostile to it. Aquinas solves this by
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Figure 6: Augustine
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setting a dividing line between faith and reason - reason that is, as defined in

Aristotelian philosophy. He grants each its own safe domain where they can reign

without intruding on each other (see Figure 7). This generated two philosophical

realms of existence and thought: grace and nature. Within grace Aquinas places

such things as heaven, the soul and the Trinity. All of these can only be

comprehended by faith. He cedes the realm of nature to the dominion of the inert,

impersonal and static laws of the philosopher. Here he places the earth and all that

resides in it, including the human body and some matters regarding God. Nature

and these facts about God can therefore be known through Aristotelian reason. He

says that:

There is a twofold mode of truth in what we profess about God. Some truths about
God exceed all the ability of the human reason. Such is the truth that God is triune.
But there are some truths which the natural reason also is able to reach. Such are
that God exists, that He is one, and the like. In fact, such truths about God have
been proven demonstratively by the philosophers, guided by the light of the natural
reason. (Kerr, 1966, p. 107.)

From thereon, most of Aquinas theology sinks into the realm of nature and

reason. Proving the existence of God is far more important to him than proclaiming

that God lives, so he hands us five proofs that God exists. It does not seem to

disturb him too much that this god looks far more like Aristotle’s Prime Mover

than like Yahweh. As may be expected, his work is as impersonal as Aristotle’s and

stands aloof from life. It also provides the framework for academics who regard

such problems as how many angels can dance on the head of a pin sufficiently

pressing to justify their being absorbed in it. Brown (1990) argues that it is unjust

to blame Aquinas for the scholastic divorce between faith and reason and that his

aim is the opposite: to open up a bridge between them. However, though it may

not be Aquinas’ intention to isolate reason from faith, the dividing line he draws
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between them has a devastating effect in history. It encourages people to

compartmentalise their faith, to live in two artificial worlds - one secular and the

other religious - and to block the interaction between thought and faith regarded as

essential by Augustine. Thus, when in the beginning of the fifteenth century social,

economic and religious exploitation pile up on the streets that surround the

colleges of the University of Paris, the scholars within are deeply immersed in

finding whether God can be incarnated in a cucumber instead of a man and whether

he can reverse history to allow a prostitute to regain her virginity (McGrath, 1995).

The miseries of the prostitute, the depraved and the diseased that drench the late

middle ages are left to others to worry about.

Reformation

Fortunately there are others who do worry about it: the reformers of the

16th century. Being aware of the intellectual mire from which they stepped out may

help us understand the deep antipathy that they felt toward scholastic philosophy

and its rationality, the “Devils whore”, as Luther called it. This does not mean that
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Figure 7: Aquinas and Scholasticism
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Luther, Calvin or the other reformers rejected reason itself. They felt that to make

any part of man’s life, including understanding, independent from faith was bound

to lead humanity into the agony that surrounded them. Their catch-cry, Sola Fide,

meant that by faith alone could man be released from such agony.

Of all the reformers, it is Calvin’s intellectual legacy that has the greatest

consequence to our understanding of the management and development of society.

Calvin is one of those figures in history who is much misunderstood and

misjudged. Perhaps this is partly due to his being a timid and rather severe man,

who lacks the charm and sociability of Augustine or Luther. He is often charged

with being the originator of the doctrine of predestination, of engendering the spirit

of ruthless capitalism and of being a cruel autocrat that politically dominated

Geneva. The historical record, however, attests that most of these charges are

groundless (McGrath, 1995; Walker, 1969). Predestination is not Calvin’s

invention: it is taught by a wide array of people including St. Paul, Augustine,

Isidore of Spain, Luther and most other reformers. Furthermore, the versions of

this doctrine that are usually attributed to Calvin belong to the 17th century and are

based on a framework of thought that the reformer himself vigorously rejects. One

should take care in discerning between Calvin’s thought and the Calvinistic system

that was built by his successors. Calvin exhorts his people to be industrious and

devoted to their work and to see it as their sacred vocation to serve God and their

fellow man. He himself is an extremely hard worker, but this he restrains by

sobriety and the exclusion of material extravagance. This is far from ruthless

capitalism. If modern capitalism turns this virtue into vice, then blame should fall

on people like Jeremy Bentham and Adam Smith and not on Calvin. Finally,

Calvin’s political power in Geneva is far from strong. Rather than exerting political

domination he is far more its victim and courageously fights for the liberty of his

church.
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Calvin’s thought is multi-modal rather than systematic. Systematic thought

organises and supports a large amount of material according to a central principle

or set of principles that act as a pivot uniting all the material together. For example,

Aristotle supported and organised a whole body of knowledge about nature,

politics, theology and ethics, according to logical principles alone. Aquinas, in his

Summa Theologica, arranged his vast body of theological material in a similar way.

Calvin on the other hand blends historical, theological, philosophical, ethical and

political modalities in his thought. He does not submit them to one pivotal

principle, but allows them to stand on their own as history, theology, philosophy,

ethics and politics. The unity of his work is not provided by a central principle but

by God himself out of whom flow all these modalities (see Figure 8).

There are two major elements in Calvin’s thought which are of particular

interest to us. The first is his stress on providence, that is on God’s personal,

dynamic and living command over the world. This command, Calvin tells us, is

comprised both of creation and sustenance:

We mean by providence not an idle observation by God in heaven of what goes on
in earth, but His rule of the world which He made; for He is not the creator of a
moment, but the perpetual governor. Thus the providence we ascribe to God
belongs not only to His eyes but to His hands…. That the sun should daily rise for
us, that in its swift course it has degrees so fitly tempered, that the separate orbits of
the stars are wonderfully undisturbed, that the seasons continually recur; that the
earth yields its annual produce for the nourishment of men, that the elements and
particles do not cease to discharge their office, that finally the fertility of nature
never fails as though it were fatigued - this is to be ascribed solely to His directing
hand who once made all things. (1961, pp. 162-163.)

This is a picture of providence that is very close to the image of the

conductor we used in the previous chapter. It reflects the life-giving, constant and

personal character of God’s rule of the universe. Calvin sees no division in God’s

interest between mundane and spiritual. He cares as much for the soul of man as he
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does for the sun, stars, agriculture, food and seasons. Even ordinary matter is an

object of his minute attention. This has a significant influence in the way that he

perceives human understanding. He stressed Christ’s teaching that all truth is given

by the Holy Spirit, that is, all truth is inspired (see Figure 8).

By truth he means not only religious things, but such knowledge as is found

in the sciences such as mathematics, physics, dialectics and in the arts. This truth is

given by the Holy Spirit to men. Note however, that this inspiration is not simply a

natural faculty distributed to all people, but is an on-going personal intervention of

the Spirit in man’s life. He gives understanding to whom he wishes, when he

wishes and where he wishes. Calvin is quite adamant about this dynamic nature of

the Spirit’s activity. It is an extension of his teaching about God’s providence and

the utter and constant dependence of the world - man included - upon God’s

sustenance.

Holy Spirit
GOD

Truth Arts
...
Physics
Mathematics
...
Dialectics Inspiration

Faith

Figure 8: Calvin
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What difference does faith make then? Calvin does in a sense divide

knowledge about eternal things and about earthly things. However, it is not a

scholastic division where earthly things can be understood through pure

Aristotelian reason; all knowledge is received by inspiration from the Spirit.

Without faith, man cannot appropriate Christ’s release from his sin and is bound to

stay in his misery. By faith man is not only inspired by the Spirit, but also knows

his inspirer, is released from his sin and enters into a personal relationship with

God. Man becomes part of God’s family and therefore has access to the things

belonging to his household. These are, according to Calvin, “…the pure

knowledge of God, the method of true righteousness, and the mysteries of the

heavenly kingdom.” (1970, Vol. 1, p. 234.) 

Calvin has the greatest intellectual impact of all reformers. He promotes

education and intelligent Christianity as no other did. A string of renown natural

scientists living from the 16th to the 18th century, such as Otto Brunfelds, Hermann

Boerhaave, Hieronymus Bock, Leonhard Fuchs, Carolus Clusius, Matthaeus

Lobelius, Johannes Kepler, Carolus Linnaeus (Hooykaas, 1972) are indebted to

Calvin’s encouragement to understand the earthly world in the light of the heavenly

one.

Post-Reformation Scholasticism

Regretfully, Aristotelian rationalism, fallen out of grace for a short period

during the 16th century, rises again toward the end of it. Calvin’s successors, such

as Théodore de Bèze, set out to restate reformed theology as prepositional

statements and logically to arrange its subject matters much in the same way that

Aquinas did with his theology. Calvin’s thought is therefore transformed into
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Calvinism.7 The 18th century sees the culmination of this rationalism in the work of

Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz and Pascal. Like Aristotle, these people seek to

understand almost everything by pure reason. Thus at the end of the classical

period that extends from antiquity to the Enlightenment, it is the philosopher that

has won the day. The consequences of this in the next era, modernism, are to be

severe.

                                               
7 It is with Calvinism that people tend to be more acquainted and this may explain why they often
misjudge the man.
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The Modern Era

e now reach the third and final stage in our brief historical survey

and arrive at the modern era. It extends from somewhere in the

18th century - some indicate the French Revolution as the starting point - to our

times. This period is characterised by the combination of two forces: a mechanical

view of the world and a utilitarian approach to economics. These two forces take

control first of the Western world and then, as the industrial and technological

power of this expands everywhere, of the whole world transforming it into a global

village.

The World as a Machine

The mechanical view of the world finds its origin in the combination of

17th century rationalism - mentioned in the previous chapter - and the work of Sir

Isaac Newton. Newton’s description of the planetary movement as mechanical and

closed to any external interference, inspired people in the 18th century to regard

the whole universe as a gigantic machine. However, the seed of it is already

present in Greek philosophy: the idea that the universe is autonomous governed by

impersonal, inert and static laws. Autonomy - as taught by classical philosophy -

combined with Newton’s mechanics gives birth to the automatic universe of 18th

W
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century scientists. There being nothing much for God to do, he is dealt with in two

alternative ways. Deism - professed by Lord Herbert and Voltaire - regards God’s

involvement in the universe exclusively as a type of Aristotelian Prime Mover. He

creates the universe with a built-in capacity to look after itself. After this God

retires and lets it run on its own like an engineer who, after starting an engine, goes

away and has a cup of tea. The second perspective, a mechanistic atheism held by

d´Holbach (1821) and de La Mettrie (1960), denies God’s existence altogether.

Man is a machine whose morality and conscience does not issue from his soul but

from glandular secretions in his body. Machines need no God.

Since the universe is governed by static laws, its behaviour is determined,

and therefore it can be understood by a determinative science that is independent

from any person or God. Science now totally resides within the boundaries of the

universe, that is, it does not need to transcend these boundaries to explain anything

that happens within them. Out of this emerges also a secular8 and mechanical idea

of rationality that excludes both God and man’s vocation (in the prophetic sense)

from scientific understanding (see Figure 9). This vast secularisation of the human

intellect - somewhat of a novelty in the history of mankind - leads ultimately to a

loss of understanding of ourselves and of the world that surrounds us. Science

itself suffers, for the removal of the human dimension means the removal of much

that is essential to it. Science does not rest on the mechanical deduction of causal

laws, but is wholly dependent on the scholarly vocation. Science requires honesty

and integrity. It is an arduous enterprise that demands much perseverance, love for

learning and, not the least, faith. It is by faith that we believe that what we see and

experience today will again be experienced tomorrow and the day after. And it is

by faith that we regard this experience worthy of understanding and explanation.

                                               
8 This is in contrast to the position of Plato and Aristotle who, though holding to the idea that the
universe was ruled by impersonal laws, were opposed to secularisation. See Chapter 2.
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A mechanical world can be taken apart and studied in isolated pieces,

without reference to each other, as one can take apart a clock and examine each

piece apart from the others. Thus science specialises and each speciality becomes

progressively isolated from the others. This fragmentation of knowledge makes it

possible for the first time in history for someone to be a scientist and yet to be

uneducated. It makes science lose its civility. Fragmentation is the foundation of

the rigid walls that separate modern university departments. It also encourages

reductionism in science, that is, the belief that one specific science holds the key to

understanding everything. So, logical reductionism believes that it can comprehend

anything through pure logic and historicism through pure history. Reducing the

behaviour of the whole universe to the laws of one discipline is a colossal

constraint upon science and turns it into intellectual chess. Chess has rules that

constrain the movement of each piece. These are artificial rules; there is nothing

physically constraining the player to move the piece as he wishes. In games this is

fun and even clever, in science it is not. We are supposed to engage in a science

with which we can live and not just play.

GOD Determinative
Science

Vocation

Phenomena

Figure 9: The World as a Machine
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Utilitarian Economics

One such form of reductionism is economic utilitarianism. Bentham, one of

its principal exponents, removes man from the authority of God and puts him under

two new masters:

Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain
and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out what we ought to do, as well as to
determine what we shall do. On the one hand the standard of right or wrong, on the
other the chain of causes and effects, are fastened to their throne. They govern us in
all we do... The principle of utility recognises this subjection... (1948, pp. 1, 2.)

 That is, in every action of life man should seek pleasure and avoid pain.

Expressed in a mathematical and more terse way, man must maximise the utility

that is defined according to the equation:

Utility = Pain - Pleasure

The idea that a man or woman should choose a spouse - for Bentham’s

prescription is all inclusive - guided by such an equation is not only insane but also

perverse.9 Yet it is upon this equation the Laissez Faire economists build their

capitalistic system and it gives them great optimism, far more than the

philosophers. The philosopher has to ascend to perfection through brain racking

exertion, but the ascension to wealth and splendour for the utilitarian is a far more

simple matter. It is a matter of simply adding and subtracting:

With a rule and a pair of scales, and the multiplication table always in his
pocket, sir, ready to weigh and measure any parcel of human nature, and tell you
exactly what it comes to. It is a mere question of figures, a case of simple
arithmetic. (Dickens, 1985, p.48)

Hence the pursuit of utility became the first article of the 18th century
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industrial catechism. Until now, people have been exhorted not to worry about

food, drink and clothes but to seek first the Kingdom of God. That is, seek God

and seek to serve others and let material needs take care of themselves. Smith turns

all this around and exhorts people to seek first their needs and to let the Kingdom

of God take care of itself:

Every individual endeavours to employ his capital, so that its produce may be of
greatest value. He generally neither intends to promote the public interest, nor
knows how much he is promoting it. He intends only his own security, only his own
gain. And he is led by an Invisible Hand to promote an end which was not part of
his intention. By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of society
more effectually than when he really intends to promote it. (The Wealth of Nations,
IV. ii. 9.)

The essence of the utilitarian formula is use. So people use everything, even

each other, as the idea of industry shifts from sustenance and sharing to the

gratifying one’s greed. Augustine’s warning that greed ends in calamity is

dismissed by promises of a new paradise on earth heralded by the free operation of

market forces and powerful machines. But calamity does follow in the shape of the

“melancholy madness” of the industrial revolution so painfully painted by Dickens:

It was a town of red brick, or of brick that would have been red if the
smoke and ashes had allowed it; but, as matters stood it was a town of unnatural
red and black like the painted face of a savage. It was a town of machinery and tall
chimneys, out of which interminable serpents of smoke trailed themselves for ever
and ever, and never got uncoiled. It had a black canal in it, and a river that ran
purple with ill-smelling dye, and vast piles of buildings full of windows where there
was a rattling and a trembling all day long, and where the piston of the steam-
engine worked monotonously up and down, like the head of an elephant in a state
of melancholy madness. It contained several large streets all very like one another,
and many small streets still more like one another, inhabited by people equally like
one another, who all went in and out at the same hours, with the same sound upon
the same pavements, to do the same work, and to whom every day was the same as
yesterday and tomorrow, and every year the counterpart of the last and the next.
(1985, p.65.)

                                                                                                                                
9 It is also considered so by most of Bentham’s contemporaries. Judging by our behaviour, it is
not considered so today.
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Naturally, people must respond to this madness. They respond with social

action and even revolutions. They also respond religiously with Methodism in

England and Lutheran Pietism in Germany and Scandinavia, and philosophically

with Romanticism in France and Idealism in Germany.

Pietism

The efforts of Pietism to alleviate the suffering of the underprivileged and

to give such hope as John Wesley brings to the miners of Wales is undoubtedly

most commendable. Not as commendable, however, is the anti-intellectual attitude

that emerged not with the originators, but with its successors. Due to the

barrenness of modern science - including much of theology - and its disregard of

those toiling while chained to the machinery, pietists develop a scorn for

intellectual pursuits and regarded them as utterly impractical. They do so by

dividing matters of understanding much as the scholastics do into spiritual and

earthly realms. They take full charge of the former and surrender the latter to

scientists and philosophers. However, in contrast to the scholastics who value both

faith and reason, the pietists increasingly polarise faith and reason, embracing the

former and despising the latter. This attitude is embodied in the present day

Charismatic movement within the Church. With minor exceptions, such as the

Reformed scholarship in the Netherlands, it results in a Christian intellectual

vacuum. It produces, compared with the past, almost no intellectual work of

significance during the 19th and 20th centuries. What is of significance is almost

exclusively circumscribed to theology or has a modernist orientation, such as the

work of Teilhard de Chardin.
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Romanticism

While pietism fights against utility and machines, another group takes flight

and finds refuge in new philosophic ideas. Throughout the history of mankind,

there is an ongoing attraction for some people to dismiss the idea of order in

society when feeling oppressed by it. Russell (1945) traces such conflict back to

the Greeks where the worship of Dionysus (or Bacchus) embodies such rebellion.

The worship of this god, which includes intoxication, represents a ribaldry that

allows the worshipper to rebel against imposed social constraints and join into an

orgy of mystical and alcoholic ecstasy. Russell explains this phenomenon thus:

The success of Dionysus in Greece is not surprising. Like all communities that have
been civilised quickly, the Greeks, or at least a certain proportion of them,
developed a love of the primitive, and a hankering after a more instinctive and
passionate way of life than that sanctioned by current morals. To the man or
woman who, by compulsion, is more civilised in behaviour than in feeling,
rationality is irksome and virtue is felt as a burden and a slavery. This leads to a
reaction in thought, in feeling, and in conduct. (p. 35.)

This bacchanalianism reappears at the end of the 18th century as a reaction

against the rationalism and the mechanistic precepts that dominate that century. It

takes expression in the Romanticism that storms the lives of philosophers and

artists in the 19th century. Rousseau, for example, advocates a life styled after the

“noble savage": a model of a liberated mankind, free from the bondage of civilised,

rational and mechanised life. This model is beautifully sculptured in Gustav

Vigeland’s park in Oslo. The park tells the story of man from the cradle to the

grave. The men and women, old and young, portrayed in these statues have no

civilisation. Their lives trace no history, they are only pieces of a cycle

encompassing birth, growth, reproduction, ageing and death and ending in a

chaotic pile of bodies forming a gigantic monolith. Intellect, sanctity of marriage,

sense of greatness and religion are altogether absent, except for some fragments of
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primitive mythology. There is no poverty, no sin. As one strolls around the statues

one gradually becomes aware that these “noble savages” are no more human than

the ducks that swim in the nearby pond. Such life is good for the ducks, but for

humans it is very silly.10

Rebellion against established order is also embodied in the thought of

Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, and of 20th century existentialists such as

Jaspers, Sartre and Heidegger. It is also present in the music of Liszt, Wagner and

Mahler. Mahler's remark regarding his 3rd Symphony - "It is the wildest thing I

have ever written." (Gartenberg, p. 278.) - is typical of the dare-devil attitude of

the Romantic. We may rightly disapprove of this childish insurgence but there is

some reason for this. The oppression of the mechanical and utilitarian culture

presses people towards an escape: the noble savage is a release from the

mechanical savage. But sadly, the creative force and inspiration that the Dionysian

anarchy seeks in rebellion are in essence destructive, they cause another type of

oppression: the tyranny of chaos and cultural anarchy. Many of these artists -

including Mahler - fall victims to this, judging by the tragic ends to their lives.

Idealism

The motive behind much of Romanticism is rebellion, in Idealism it is the

German’s solitude. “When the soul of the German awakes to intellectual

enlightenment, he finds himself alone in this world.” (Ortega y Gasset, 1983,

p.23.)11 Thus for Kant, the precursor of Idealism, understanding is reached by

retiring into the inner self where one constructs one’s universe according to one’s

                                               
10 To a large extent, this is the idealised life style that the modern welfare state has naively
dreamt up for its people.
11 "Cuando el alma del alemán despierta a la claridad intelectual se encuentra sola en el mundo."
My translation.
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will. Idealism, or his “Copernican Revolution” as Kant calls it, overturns the

assumption held by the philosopher that knowledge is formed by the rational

observation of reality. It states exactly the opposite: reality is formed by the

rational observation of knowledge. Somewhat like Plato and the later scholastics,

Kant lives in two worlds: one is noumenal and the other phenomenal (see Figure

10). In the noumenal world are found such things as belief in God and ethics. This

is the world beyond science that can only be comprehended through practical

reason that tells us the imperative duties of life, that is, the things we ought to do.

Practical reason is in turn fully based upon our will. This means two things

according to Kant: firstly, our will decides to act or not upon an imperative duty.

Secondly, it is also our will that defines this imperative. In other words, the final

authority in the noumenal world, including ethics, is our will. In the phenomenal

world, whence we receive our sensations, man projects his causal reasoning. So,

what he ultimately knows is not the world itself but the subjective projection of his

reason (see lower section of Figure 10). If we take Calvin’s epistemology based on

inspiration as a point of reference, then this proves to be its reverse. That is, it is an

epistemology based on the expiration of our pre-conceived ideas and our

assumption that they are the universe.

Expiration is a somewhat fitting term. Kant’s epistemology, though wishing

to liberate man’s freedom of action and religion12 from the clutches of a

mechanistic science, unwittingly deals epistemology, science and morality a deadly

blow. From now on if we follow Kant, there is to be no moral misunderstanding or

error of conception by anyone; every understanding, every conception is its own

imperative and its own subjective standard. Which means that there are no

standards any longer. Neither can there be any learning, only changes in one’s

                                               
12 Kant had a pietistic background which he never completely relinquished.
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subjective whims.

 Post-modernity

Ironically, these three reactions - pietism, Romanticism and idealism -

against mechanical utilitarianism ultimately reap the opposite effect they seek.

Pietism debilitates the church, Romanticism destroys the arts and Idealism cripples

the sciences. Pietism starts with great missionary and caring vision for humanity; its

attainments are impressive. It brings hope and relief to many of the underprivileged

not only in Europe, but also the Americas, Africa and Asia. But its shallow

foundation means that with time its influence in society is restricted and dismissed

as irrelevant. Likewise Romantic music, sculpture and painting, though in the

beginning intensely beautiful, carry within themselves the seeds of their

Causal
Reason

PHENOMENA

NOUMENA

Practical
Reason

Will

Figure 10: Kant
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destruction.13 Having run out of things to rebel against, they rebel against their

own beauty and turn ugly. Idealism also sinks; it engenders during the 19th century

a string of long-winded and mostly boring philosophers the last of whom -

Nietzsche - pushes Kant’s epistemology to its natural conclusion. God is dead:

nothing governs the universe - not even mechanical laws. Man is free to assert his

will and knowledge is his instrument of domination.

Ironically, such vast transferral of power to man leaves him helpless and

unprotected. Rather than being able to assert himself, he finds that the mechanical

utilitarianism of the industrial revolution is now placed in a virtually unopposed

situation to dictate to him anything that maximises its utility. However, this does

not happen immediately. Modernity does not completely displace God and his

vocational command from the belief of ordinary people. While industry patterns

their work life, their personal lives still hold to the old beliefs: they continue to

worship, marry and conduct their affairs guided by them. The intellectual

fragmentation of the educational system itself helps them divide off their personal

lives from their working or intellectual lives. Within the latter, determinism is

supreme. But the line that separated grace from nature or, in Kant’s terms, the

noumenal from the phenomenal world, restrains determinism and keeps religion

and morals sheltered from the pronouncements of science and industry. This line

acts like a dam that retains the waters of modernity from flooding the personal

lives of otherwise modernised and industrialised people. It is only in the 1960s that

this damn bursts, sweeping away what is left of the old order of society and

ushering us into post-modernism. Post-modernism is mostly characterised by its

                                               
13 This despair is often present in romantic works as in Greek tragedy. Almost all of Puccini’s
heroines meet with tragic death: Wagner’s Valhalla is finally consumed by fire and in Mahler,
agony intensifies with each of his symphonies. The final movement of his tenth symphony - left
unfinished - begins like a wounded man repeatedly struggling to get up only to fall again with a
crushing blow.
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impotence. It is incapable of creating or preserving; it is culture with a minus sign.

It is only capable of demolishing what it has inherited: it turns beauty into ugliness,

refinement into crassness, faith into disbelief and hope into despair. It despises all

the great things that our predecessors cherished, whether it be music, literature,

religion or science.

There are three elements that dominate this post-modern world (see Figure

11. The first is a virtual reality. The second is technology and especially

information technology. The third - linking virtual reality and technology - is an

overwhelming consumerism in a market that trades everything: electronic

education, entertainment, sex, truth and religion.

The term virtual reality has a technological origin. It refers to some

computer products that are able to communicate sensation, sound and vision in

Determinative
Science

Phenomena

CONSUMERISM

Technology

Virtual Reality

Figure 11: Post-Modernism or Life on the Screen
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such a manner that the user has the impression of interacting with an “almost

reality”. However the term has been used in a more general manner as well, to

identify Kant’s belief - canonised by post-modernism - that each person constructs

his reality and that this is all he can know.14 Post-modernism casts off the

mechanical view of the world held by modernism in the same way that modernism

casts off God’s vocational command in the 18th century (see Figure 11). In this

constructed reality, man does as he pleases, there being nothing to constrain him.

He aspires to be a “noble savage”. He thinks himself totally free, though he is not.

He has unwittingly become a slave to his natural impulses; he has become savage

but not noble. Freedom implies that we can consciously make some choices, but if

there is nothing outside us to guide our choices we can only choose according to

our impulses. Virtual reality also removes our sense of responsibility. It makes it

possible for us to claim, like Baudrillard15, that wars do not happen or that people

do not starve. It leaves us with nothing to prick our consciences, nothing to move

us to compassion. War and famines are not real reality any longer.

Virtual reality is made possible by technology, especially information

technology, which takes a privileged position in post-modern society. Information

technology not only bolsters production, but also reshapes the dissemination and

promotion of products in the market. It increases the power of industry to

manipulate the individual to consume by blending television, telephones and

computers. Manipulation requires a connection between some lever and some

desired behaviour. This must be unhindered by any sense of duty, for one cannot

manipulate people who feel responsible and act according to their conscience. The

ideal candidate for manipulation is the utilitarian man, that is, the man who seeks

                                               
14 Note how technology, though often developed by people who would regard themselves as
practical and not much concerned with theory and philosophising, is nevertheless shaped by
theory and philosophising.
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pleasure. However, this pleasure is what industry is able to inculcate in him

through the enormous power of media, advertising and market promotion

facilitated by advanced information technology. Ultimately this man, rather than

pleasing himself, unwittingly pleases industry.

This combination of consumerism and industry extends its grasp over all

sectors of society, assimilating a string of activities such as sports, arts and health

care. We now have sports-industry, arts-industry and health-industry. Two such

industries are of special concern: one is the state and the other the university. A

strong doctrine has emerged that regards the state as a technical and economic unit

that should function like a meta-industry. The major concern of modern

government has become the management of the nation's economy. All other things

- foreign relations, education and health - are made subject to this. The attention of

voters is directed mainly to economic issues and it is according to economic

success that they choose the winner. Parties from left to right have consequently

distanced themselves from their original ideologies - whatever their merits - and

replaced them with a technological utilitarianism. As expected, most of them have

become much like each other, offering to the voters a product as homogenous as

the transportation that different airlines offer their passengers.

Likewise, there is a subtle and yet far-reaching restriction of the scope of

the university by making it subservient to industrial interests through funding

mechanisms. A large part of this funding has been delegated to projects with an

industrial application; in other words, funding for the interests of industry. Industry

with its utilitarian motives cares very little for education and science for their own

sake. The funds supplied are for research where the problems and questions have

been already formulated often by people who are not scholars and who do not

                                                                                                                                
15 Who stated in 1991 that the "Gulf War had not happened" (Lyon, 1994, p.52).
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know that much of a scholar’s task is asking the right question or identifying the

proper problem. Thus the scientist who accepts this funding finds himself boxed

into a pre-set framework of inquiry. This framework almost uniformly and

uncritically assumes that technological development is good for humanity,

especially when directed toward increasing industrial competitiveness. Under these

circumstances, it is hard for the modern scholars to exercise and defend their

professional freedom.

Thus, universities have become yet another form of industry.

Advertisements for professorial chairs requesting "entrepreneurial competence” or

for new types of chairs - in Hotel Management, Meat Marketing and Gambling -

are indicators of the intellectual desolation that faces our industrialised societies.

Nevertheless, all this has made them extremely rich. The comforts that our post-

modern generation takes for granted these days make the excesses and luxuries of

the aristocracies of the 18th century look pale. Yet we are very similar. Like them

we have no sense of vocation beyond that of pleasing ourselves. The result is

boredom. Boredom found in mass produced clothing, in mechanically repetitive

music, in myopic science, in video games and in shallow friendships and marriages.

Nevertheless the privileges we enjoy today and which permit us to do as we please

come from a technological system that will destroy us. I have graphically illustrated

this in Figure 12. The horizontal axis stands for time, the vertical axis for man’s

understanding. Looking like the surface of an undulating carpet, the progress - or

regress - of civilisation is traced along the axes. The carpet is shaped by man’s

understanding of the universal and the vocational command of God. The graph

shows that man’s vocational understanding (the lower edge of the surface) changes

through time in a sinusoidal pattern that oscillates along a steady level. That is,

virtue at one time of history can be succeeded by depravity at another: it is possible

for Caesar Augustus to be followed by Nero and Seneca by a Visigoth barbarian.
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By contrast, unless we regress so much as to destroy our civilisation, a horse

drawn chariot will not follow a motor car. That is universal knowledge and skill -

the upper edge of the surface - grows unencumbered unless dragged down by

moral decline. Therefore its pattern of growth - the upper edge of the surface - is

also a sinusoidal pattern, but this time, oscillating around an ascending level. The

combination of these two patterns gives us a cultural surface that undulates with

history and the rise and decline of virtue.

Some may say, rather optimistically, that this graph shows the evolutionary

path trodden by humanity on its way to ever greater achievements and which the

unavoidable bumps on the road cannot stop. But there are disturbing signs in this

graph that should dampen such optimism.16 The surface is tipping over - in the

direction of the curved arrow - due to our disparity between universal and

                                               
16 I have developed mathematical models that explain this behaviour with cybernetic time lags
and positive feedback.  The results are catastrophic to the system. (de Raadt, 1989, 1991.)
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vocational understanding. This disparity represents an excess of one good thing

over the another. It is a systemic instability in civilisation that may be likened to an

aeroplane with poorly fitted flaps so that the lift of one of its wings is greater than

the other. This has disastrous consequences: as the aeroplane accelerates down the

runway, differences of lift cause it to tip over and crash. Likewise, the disparity in

our culture, reflected in a disproportionate search for technological power is not

only a waste of time and resources but worse, it is a great human tragedy. It is

progressively unfolding before our eyes the ugly shapes of pollution,

unemployment, drug abuse, violence and lack of meaning that plagues our

economically overdeveloped societies.

These societies are like an enormous dinosaur with a technologically

powerful body but a tiny head that is incapable to give it any vocational direction.

Thus ours is the only culture in history ever to have been called the “idiot culture”.

We hear about the arrogance of Rome and the cruelty of Assyria or the inability of

Israel ever being content with its lot and getting into perennial trouble for it. But

we do not hear of a whole civilisation being junk. It is the greatest insult that our

generation can receive. Sadly, it is well deserved.
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Multi-Modal Systems Thinking

he challenge now before us is to open up a road leading us into a

civilised option for life. This road is a wise science that is prophetic

rather than philosophic - in the Greek sense - and which seeks to build upon four

major attributes, four epistemological oughts. Firstly, science should be inspired by

a faith that regards the universe as ruled by a living, personal and dynamic Christ.

It should therefore exclude neither God nor our soul - our humanity - but on the

contrary it ought to help us to know God and ourselves by becoming closer to him.

Secondly it should be systemic17, that is, integrative. By this I mean that it should

view God, the universe and man together and that it ought to integrate the

understanding of the various specialised sciences to preserve the unity of

knowledge. Thirdly, its ultimate aim should be to teach us how to live in a way that

pleases God and that consequently is best for us. Fourthly, in showing us the path

to a virtuous life, it ought also to recognise the problem of evil in man. It should

understand that any model or idea will meet with the limitations of human

weakness and cruelty, and yet, while not embracing a naive optimism, it should not

fall into pessimism and give up. On the contrary, it ought to strengthen our hope.

These four attributes I regard as essential for humane cultivation and civility, and

T
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as indispensable to true education and refinement of the person. They are the key

to genuine science, that is, science as meant by the Latin word scientia before it

was mechanised by the Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution.

A Map of Life

This new approach to science18 may be figuratively drawn as a map - see

Figure 13 - on which we place the matters that concern us along two axes. In the

horizontal axis lie a string of interacting systems such as orchards, families, trades,

art companies, schools, transport, courts of justice and hospitals. Within such

systems, life - both biological and cultural - unfolds. Within them mankind realises

its vocation and finds its fulfilment. Yet to understand these systems we must also

                                                                                                                                
17 The theological terms for this would be covenantal.
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Figure 13: Multi-modal Systems View of Culture
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understand the way Christ commands them. His command is dynamic, present at

every moment in history and directing the path of such history to a planned climax.

It is a command full of concern for humanity and the universe, a command utterly

personal. It is this personal aspect with which we need to become reacquainted.

Furthermore, Christ’s command is like a light that goes through a prism and splits

into the diverse colours of the spectrum. Each of these colours represents a set of

commandments, addressed to a particular aspect or modality of life

(Dooyeweerd,1958). We shall work with seventeen of such modalities shown as

rectangular layers in Figure 13. They are: credal, ethical, juridical, aesthetic,

economic, operational, social, epistemic, informatory, historical, psychic, biotic,

physical, kinetic, spatial, numeric and logical modalities.

Let us consider, as an illustration, the modal commandments that are

displayed in an orchard. The first modality allows us to make a logical distinction

between the different trees in this orchard. We can state therefore that if these are

apple trees, then they cannot be pear trees. Each tree has many apples; we may

count them, add or subtract them and do other similar operations ruled by the

numerical modality. The trees take space to live, as determined by the spatial

modality and the kinetic modality governs the falling apple as it travels down to the

ground. The physical modality commands the velocity with which the apple will hit

the ground, which can be measured in metres per square seconds. Apple trees

require nourishment, the nature and quantity of which is controlled by the biotic

modality. A person approaching a tree can see, feel and taste an apple, all of which

is ruled by the psychic modality. The different varieties of apples with their distinct

appearance and flavours, have changed through time because of the influence of

tastes and uses; this is governed by the historical modality. Each variety of apple

                                                                                                                                
18 Referred to as  “multi-modal systems thinking”.
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has a name, and there are also botanical names for the trees. All these names are

governed by the informatory modality. Growing apple trees requires a specialised

knowledge; this is governed by the epistemic modality. When the harvest time

arrives, the orchardist hires fruit pickers to gather the fruit; this is guided by the

operational modality. The manner in which they organise their work and their

interaction with each other is shaped by the social modality.

The resources needed to run an orchard, such as labour and equipment are

governed by the economic modality. Apple trees bloom in spring and are beautiful

to behold; the appreciation of this beauty belongs to the aesthetic modality. The

tree is legally owned by the orchardist and he also enters into contractual

obligations with the people who help him with the care of the trees. Ownership and

contractual employment are ruled by the juridical modality. Growing apples may

not mean just economics and observance of the law. The orchardist may love his

trade and the trees inherited from his ancestors. Likewise, besides his economic

and contractual obligations, the orchardist may have a special attachment and

loyalty to the people who work for him. These are expressions of love functioning

in the ethical modality. Finally, the orchardist may acknowledge that the harvest is

not only the product of his and his colleagues' labour, but he may also thank God

for it. This belongs to the credal modality.

 Each of these modalities is unique and each is governed by its own set of

modal commandments. Each set of modal commandment is irreducible, that is, one

cannot totally understand one modal set of commandments through another. One

cannot understand historical events purely through the psychic modality or social

conventions through the biological modality. It requires a distinct intellectual

discipline to study each one of them. For instance: economics, jurisprudence,

theology and mathematics are respectively dedicated to studying the economic,

juridical, credal, and numeric modal commandments. Yet, while they are unique,
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modal commandments are not isolated from each other. They must be understood

as integral parts of Christ’s total command of the universe (tsavah); they are

woven with each other into a rich multi-modal thread.

The sequence of the modalities that I have presented is largely adopted from

Dooyeweerd’s analysis (1958). However, we can say generally that this sequence

is set by two currents (shown as arrows in Figure 14) that flow through them. The

first runs upwards: each modality provides the foundation for the next one. For

example, the informatory modality is necessary for the epistemic, for knowledge

requires information as its raw material. The second current runs downwards, with
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each modality providing man with an inspirational link to the next one: ethics

provides an inspiration to justice - or so it should. The highest modality is the

credal - the realm of faith. This is the modality of inspiration and governs our

interaction with God.

In Chapter 2 we indicated that - according to the prophet - God's command

is addressed in two directions: to the universe in general and to the soul of man in

particular. This is also manifested in each modality, that is, each modal

commandment is partly universal and partly vocational. This is shown in Figure 14,

where the shaded and blank areas respectively represent the universal and

vocational parts of the modal commandments. Note however that the line

separating the two parts only represents their intensity in each modality and does

not represent a separation between them. Both parts are closely intertwined with

each other. The universal part is beyond our control - for example the universal

biotic commandments specify that no one can survive without breathing. Through

the vocational part, however, God delegates some of the authority to man. Yet it is

an authority that is linked to responsibility, for no man is sovereign in his own

right. This authority and responsibility are the ought that sketches for us the path

of human virtue and nobility on which one must tread to a civilised and cultured

life. In brief, it is the vision of goodness in all its splendour that man must fulfil in

obedience to God.

The vocational part of God’s command spreads through all the modalities

with a varying degree of intensity (see Figure 14). It is more intense in the higher

levels and less so in the lower levels. So the ethical and juridical modalities are

more vocational than the physical and the numerical. For example, in the

psychological modality a person cannot avoid feeling hungry if there is no food,

but he can control his anger if provoked. There is a vocational part of God’s

command where we can control our emotions and a universal part where we
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cannot. Even in the lower modalities, such as the biological, physical and logical

modalities, one finds a small vocational part. I think it important that we should

acknowledge our vocational ought in these modalities, especially as it concerns

nature. It is important because we have swung from a utilitarian world view that

regards nature as accessible to every unbridled exploitation to the opposite extreme

that venerates nature and sees mankind as a curse upon it. Undoubtedly, and

especially so in modern times, wherever we have put our foot we have invited

disaster. Yet nature needs our care, and this is reflected in the vocational part that

occupies each of the lower modalities. A volcano's eruption can bring as much

destruction and pollution as can modern industry. There are species that are either

becoming or have become extinct without any human intervention. So it is as much

our duty to protect nature from man's undue exploitation as from its own self-

inflicted calamities.

Through the idea of modal commandment one may visualise a humane and

civilised life19 as one in which all its members know, enjoy, express and develop

themselves in a balanced manner in each of these modalities. No modality ought to

dominate over the others. It is this very balance that modern technology has

disrupted and, in some circumstances, even destroyed. The modalities, and the

sciences that have developed to study them, allow us to understand ourselves, the

universe and our relationship to God in a disciplined and ordered manner. It must

be remembered however that the modalities, or their sum, do not represent the

universe, or humanity or our relationship to God in its entirety. That is, man or the

universe is not the addition of each modality. Rather the modalities reflect the rich

                                               
19 Some of my students have associated culture with “high society”, minks, Rolls-Royces and
opera. This of course is a caricature of culture and, though not disallowing for the beauty of
minks, Rolls-Royces and opera,  they are not essential to the multi-modal culture that we seek
here.
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variety that commands human life and the universe and that flows through channels

that, though diverse, maintain an essential integrity. 

Finally, the number of modalities has not been rigidly set.20 Nevertheless

they can be observed all around us and are partly confirmed in the various

specialised sciences that have been developed to study them. They remind us of the

unity in diversity that is found in the universe and in the command of God.

Understanding

A cultured life must also be guided by an educated mind, and to have this

we must learn how to think; the topic to which we now turn. Our understanding is

commanded by the epistemic modality: the smaller part of which - as shown in

Figure 14 - is universal and the greater part, vocational. Epistemology, the science

that studies understanding, is therefore concerned far more with how we ought to

think than how we actually think. Calvin tells us that all understanding is inspired

by God’s spirit and mediated to us through faith. Faith has four main properties.

Firstly, it implies certainty or conviction. Secondly, though faith is "...the

conviction of things not seen...", it is not blind. Faith does not preclude rigorous

thinking about the things that one believes. We have already indicated earlier that

this was captured in Augustine's integration of faith and reason. Thirdly, faith is the

bridge between the person and the world that surrounds him. People ought to live

by faith. Trust is the essential element in relationships, whether to God, spouse,

children, friends or others. Fourthly, faith implies commitment. People who believe

with certainty, diligently endeavour to shape their life by what they believe.

Yet, even those who exercise a sincere faith and who make a positive

contribution to society would admit that they are far from perfect. They also must

                                               
20 For example, Dooyeweerd defined fifteen modalities while here we deal with seventeen.
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struggle to stifle a drive within themselves which in some people, and sometimes in

whole societies, is unleashed leaving a string of deceit, injustice, cruelty and other

crimes against our fellow man. The verdict of history seems to be that our ability to

constrain this drive has not shown much advance. On the contrary, the power of

science and technology have successively handed us the tools to eliminate our

fellow man, the whole tribe, the village, the city, the nation and ultimately the

whole of life on earth. Lasting peace is something that has historically proven to be

beyond the reach of mankind. We need reconciliation, both with God and with the

rest of mankind, and this is what Christ attained through his crucifixion. The

benefits of this reconciliation are also transferred to us by faith. Among these

benefits - and besides the privilege of becoming friends of God - is the door to

understanding. The cross of Christ provides the window to understanding, to

wisdom and to true science (or scientia). Any other window is by comparison

defective or, as St. Paul bluntly puts, sheer folly. How can this be? The answer to

this is very simple. For any science worth its salt must first be able to explain why

all men must die and why this universe, including everything that is in it, is on a

course of self-destruction. This is the fundamental problem that a wise science

must address. To avoid it and to be distracted with other comparatively minor

issues is like a sailor who busies himself by polishing the brass of a sinking ship.

Science must also be able to provide a solution to universal death if it is to be wise.

The scientific enterprise of sending rockets to the Moon or Mars is a colossal

imbecility - let alone waste of time - if its investigation is segregated from the fact

that humanity and the universe are destined to a sad end. Thus the atonement for

the sins of the world and the provision of a new life and a new world is the

indispensable prerequisite for a worthy science. One should not waste time in

anything less than this.

It is toward this new life and new world that Christ directs us. This must be
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intellectually digested - as Augustine would have us do - and then applied to the

management and design of our life. How do we attain this? Though each modality

of Christ’s command has its unique set of commandments, there is a certain degree

of similarity or analogy21 between these. Thanks to this analogy, it is possible for

us to use one modality as the symbolic representation or idiom of another to

generate information and to understand it (de Raadt, 1991). For example, one can

use numbers (numerical modality) to express economic life (economic modality).

This analogy between modalities provides the key to the symbolic representation of

commandments, which in turn is ruled by the informatory modality. That is, the

informatory modality tells us how information can (and ought to) be generated and

communicated by using one modality as an idiom to represent another. This

informatory modality is studied by sciences such as linguistics, informatics,

communication theory, quantitative and qualitative methods.

Information, however, is not the same as understanding. The interpretation

and evaluation of symbols according to the modality that has been selected as an

idiom is regulated by the epistemic modality, which is studied by epistemology. It

is this modality that teaches us how we ought to understand. There are two main

approaches to understanding: abstraction and association. If one desires to

understand God’s universal command, then one abstracts. One isolates some

variables in one modality and translates them into a lower modality that has a

greater proportion of universal commandments in it. This second modality

becomes an idiom that enables the symbolic manipulation of the variables

according to its own set of commandments.

Let us consider, as an example, a carpenter who is trying to determine the

price of his work for doing a home renovation. This question pertains to the

                                               
21 The scientific  term for this is homomorphism.
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economic modality. To explain the universal part of this modality, abstraction

isolates the universal part of the modality from the vocational. It does so by

selecting one or two modalities with a greater degree of universal commandments

in them, and then by translating the economic variables under study to these two

modalities. Let us assume that the carpenter selects the numerical and logical

modality as idioms. He can now express the relations between the variables that

determine the price as a mathematical and logical formula, such as the one shown

in Figure 15. This is a simple model of the price stating that:

P = M + h L (1)

Where P = price

M = cost of materials

h = number of labour hours required

L = cost of labour per hour

This equation helps the carpenter establish the price of his work by

representing the economic variables P, M, h and L as numbers. This representation

should be monitored by the informatory modality to ascertain the integrity of the

data collected. Secondly, the abstraction (see converging lines in Figure 15) takes

these numbers and subjects them to a mathematical operation (+) and logical

equation (=) to produces a price (P). The epistemic modality guides the

construction of the operation and equation. This modality rules our understanding

and tells us that P, M, h and L are only numbers and not the actual economic

variables, and “=” is only a logical equation and not a real equality. That is, M + h

L is not necessarily equal to the price that the carpenter should charge. For, given

that the economic modality is highly vocational, these numbers and the equation

cannot exhaustively specify the economic dimension of a carpenter's work.
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Therefore, the carpenter also needs to understand the vocational commandments

that are involved in the economics of carpentry. It may be that the cost of materials

and a large demand combined with a tight supply of carpenters has led to a price

that only those with high income can afford. Others, such as young couples with

modest incomes and growing families, may not be able to pay, regardless of their

needs.

The carpenter ought to set a price not only according to the economics of

cost, supply and demand, but also considering the tight economic circumstances of

Economic

Numeric
Epistemic

Informatory

Logical

P = M + h L

Abstraction

Figure 15: Abstraction
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his customers. In employing the word ought we have shifted our discussion to the

vocational side of the carpenter’s shop. Here one needs a different epistemological

approach for vocational commandments are highly interconnected. They do not

become evident by scrutinising them in isolation but, on the contrary, by observing

them as they affect other things. Eating an apple is not wrong in itself; it is only

wrong if the apple has been stolen from someone else's tree. However, taking the

apple may not be wrong if a person is starving and the owner cannot be found. To

understand the vocational significance of an action, one must search for its

implication upon other things. This is almost exactly the reverse process of

isolating variables to understand the universal commandments. To understand the

vocational implication of charging a price, the carpenter needs to move upwards to

a modality that is more vocational than the economic modality. This will allow him

to identify, through association, the different ways in which the price he will charge

will affect his clients. His thought now becomes encircled by such modalities as

the, juridical, ethical and credal modalities. Figure 16 shows that the carpenter’s

thought now diverges - like the lines on the figure - to the higher modalities to

connect other relevant aspects to the price he is to charge. These modalities

provide a fuller picture of how his actions affect other people. It shows him that he

must balance his needs with the needs of his customers and that a just price should

reflect this. A just price may still be beyond the reach of his customers, and he may

have to go further into the realm of ethics to find how he should act. The ethical

modality is the realm of love, and as love often demands self-sacrifice, one needs a

deep urge to enter it. Such urging is found in Christ’s sacrificial love in the cross.

For - as we have seen - the crucifixion provides us not only with our reconciliation

with God, but also with a way of life. Sacrificial service to our fellow man and the

world are the marks of a new humanity and a new world. We are all expected to

take up our cross and follow Christ. Many visualise this as some heroic martyrdom
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before hungry lions. But far more often it amounts to something far more ordinary

and practical. Such as the kindness shown by a carpenter who gives up his well-

deserved earnings and builds an extension at a loss to provide suitable housing to

an impecunious family. This kind of sacrifice is the kernel of man’s vocation. It

may be displayed professionally - such as in carpentry, medicine, pedagogy, botany

or art - or in the ordinary interactions of life. Furthermore, our understanding of

this sacrificial love can be enhanced by the study of theology. Unfortunately, since

the rise of modernism, theology has become isolated from the other sciences

because of their secularisation. It has therefore become somewhat stale and

introspective. Multi-modal systems thinking allows for its integration into the other

sciences mutually stimulating each other’s intellectual fertility.  For the credal

modality, within which theology dwells, is the most vocational of all modalities. It

provides the most ample stage upon which we can scrutinise the consequences of

our thoughts and actions. It is the ultimate modality in which we can resolve our

vocational issues.

Multi-modal systems thinking combines both approaches to understanding

in a circular way. Each abstraction enriches and improves the former association

and vice versa. One should subject every abstraction to an evaluation by an

association such as that depicted in Figure 16. Conversely, every new knowledge

gained through abstraction should polish and enhance our association of ideas. As

was discussed in the previous chapter, the mechanical thought of the

Enlightenment limited scientific thought to abstraction and chained this to logic and

mathematics as the only legitimate idioms of science. Many people still visualise

reasoning and scientific thinking as purely determined by the logical and numerical

modalities. This is not only a lame reasoning - for it cannot deal with the ought in

life - but also very dull and narrow minded. Perhaps it is due to this that others

conceive irrationality as a necessary ingredient to put colour in an otherwise sterile
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intellectual life. Irrationality, however puts confusion in people's mind, not

knowledge. It makes people ignorant rather than educated, uncultured rather than

civilised.

The multi-modal systems thought that we have examined, on the other

hand, aims at improving the whole person, it aims to educate and cultivate. It

P = M + h L
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Figure 16: Abstraction and Association
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includes every modality in understanding. The logical modality is regarded simply

as another useful idiom - like the numeric modality - for thought. It does not reject

the specialised sciences but, on the contrary, aims to develop them by enhancing

their vision with a larger number of idioms to represent the data they observe. At

the same time it strives to integrate them to reflect the unity of God’s command.

Furthermore, it seeks to understand according to the commandments of the

epistemic modality rather than by pure logic. Human reason is more than mere

logic. It embraces the whole breadth of intellectual activity: a piano concerto by

Mozart or one of Rembrandt's paintings is as much the work of reason as Einstein's

theory of relativity. The first two rely more on the aesthetic modality as an idiom.

The latter relies more - but not exclusively - on the logical and numeric modalities.

Reason should grab hold of the best fitting modality as an idiom, depending on the

object of it's thought, to make this thinking a rich intellectual experience. Thus the

difference between ordinary and scientific thinking is one of depth and rigour

rather than of property, similar to the difference that exists between fish and chips

and a gourmet meal. In the first case both must be regarded as thought and in the

second, as food. Their difference is in the elaborate and careful preparation that is

as much necessary for a gourmet meal as it is for scientific thinking.

Thought and wisdom cannot exist outside our person, no more that the

brain can exist outside the human body. As the brain stops functioning almost

instantaneously if deprived of its blood supply, so wisdom and science cannot exist

apart from the person. Neither can a person understand in isolation, but must learn

and be taught by others (see Figure 17). Such teaching comes from a variety of

quarters: people can be influenced by their primary school teacher as much as by

their university professor or by the books they read, regardless of whether they are

written by great thinkers or not. Finally all thoughts should be inspired by God.

They often are not. Thought - including scientific thought - is as fallible as any
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other creation of man. We may not be quite prepared to accept the fallibility of

man in the matters of science yet we are prepared to accept it in other human

activities such as banking. But there is no reason to expect that academia is less

vulnerable to fraud than the banks. This means that we ought to be as selective in

whom we allow to influence our understanding as we are in choosing a bank to

deposit our money. Sometimes intellectual fallibility is outright fraud, such as when

people maliciously twist the truth to suit their interest. At other times, the error is

unintended. Yet innocent errors can be as devastating as false ideas designed for

deception.
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Figure 17: Personal and Social Context of Thought





CHAPTER 6

The Management of Systems

o far we have mostly discussed understanding along the vertical axis

of Figure 13, or what the prophet would identify as erudition. Here we

shall turn to the horizontal axis and occupy ourselves with the next two forms of

prophetic understanding: professional skill and managerial knowledge.

It is necessary for this, however, that we examine the modalities a little

closer and describe a further element in them: their essence. The essence is the

kernel or nucleus of a modality

towards which the modality’s

commandments are directed as

the spokes of a wheel are thrust

toward the hub (see Figure 18).

Table 1 lists the essence of each

modality, for example, the

essence of the informatory

modality is symbolism. This

means that the modality has as its ultimate aim the encoding and transmission of

information whether by mechanised or non-mechanised means. Like the modality

S

Essence

Figure 18: A Modality's Essence
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itself, the essence is irreducible; one cannot reduce love (ethical) into justice

(juridical) or vice-versa.

Although every social system - such as the ones that appear in Figure 13 -

is subject to the commandments of every modality, there is one modality that

endows it with its ultimate mission. The essence of that particular modality

becomes the essence of the system; it furnishes it with character and uniqueness

and distinguishes it from other types of systems. The family meets this in the ethical

modality, therefore the essence of the family is love; likewise for a hospital the

essence is vitality, that is, the preservation of life found in the biotic modality. This

essence is in turn the focus of this social system: every activity in a hospital has as

its ultimate mission the preservation of human life of patients. When a patient dies,

there is nothing else for the hospital to do.

Initially systems can have more than one essence in their mission, but as

they develop, they become more complex and difficult to manage. Therefore they

Modality Essence
Credal Faith
Ethical Love
Juridical Justice
Aesthetic Beauty
Economic Viability
Operational Production
Social Interaction
Epistemic Wisdom
Informatory Symbolism
Historical Formative Power
Psychic Feeling
Biotic Vitality
Physical Energy
Kinetic Motion
Spatial Continuous Extension
Numeric Discrete Quantity
Logical Distinction

Table 1: Modal Essence
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split away from each other and form new social systems each with its own unique

essence. For example, one may find encapsulated in the ancient tribal family such

subsystems as industry - most likely agricultural - religious institution, court of

justice and perhaps artistic enterprise. Yet with the passage of time each of these

subsystems separates from the family and becomes an autonomous unit. Thus most

social systems have only one essence. The commandments that rule the respective

modality are the source of both authority and responsibility of the system. A

system should therefore be free - except for some constraints that will be discussed

shortly - to comply with these commandments, for they prescribe the sphere of a

system's duty as well as its rights. This sphere is thus termed the sphere of

sovereignty. It is of crucial importance to today’s society since an industrial

totalitarianism both in private and public organisations is increasingly violating it,

as we shall soon see.

The Operational System

We shall make use of Beer's Viable System Model (1979, 1981) to examine the

way that systems are structured. Every social system has an operational system that

does the work of the system and this work is ruled by the operational modality.

The essence provides the focus of this work. Let us illustrate an operation such as

the ballet company shown in Figure 19. Firstly, there is the operation itself: the

dance. This operation transforms an input into an output. The input is external to

the operation, that is, it comes from the environment that surrounds the operation

and provides the ingredients to the operation. This could be the costumes and

scenery for the dance - or their raw materials, if these are manufactured in-house -

and the extra dancers hired to support a production. The output of this operation is

the work of art, such as a performance of The Nutcracker, and the participants in
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the operation itself, such as the artist. Every performance hopefully transforms the

artist into a better artist. This means that each performance is an improvement over

the prior one and at the same time a rehearsal of the next.

The essence of dancing is beauty governed by the aesthetic modality.

Therefore it is here that we find the sphere of sovereignty of the operation (S.O.S.

in Figure 19).22 It is in this modality that the people who perform the operation are

S.O.S.

Aesthetic

Input Output
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Aesthetic
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Figure 19: Operational System
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bestowed with both authority and responsibility by their intimate understanding of

the modality. That is, dancers are endowed with artistic authority by their

knowledge of dancing. This knowledge belongs to the epistemic modality and is of

two types: erudition and skill. The dancers’ erudition (E in Figure 19) is their

knowledge of aesthetics pertaining to dancing. But this is not sufficient. A person,

such as a ballet critic may know almost everything there is to know about ballet: its

history, choreography and lives of great dancers. Yet the critic may be utterly

unable to dance at all. To erudition needs to be added skill (S in Figure 19) such as

the physical skill required to dance on the tip of one's toes. Skill or craft is

primarily a knowledge about the operational modality; the Greek word for skill is

techné from which derives the modern word technology. We therefore refer to

operational science as the science that studies the operational modality. It includes

such things as scientific methodology, operational research, the engineering and

technological sciences (Schuurman, 1995), the crafts of the silversmith and the

jeweller, the trades and the arts. Operational science is therefore the science of

engineers, craftsmen, carpenters, artists, surgeons, and scientists.

Regretfully, under the influence of a mechanistic world view, the word

technology assumes in modern times a narrow meaning that implies only the

mechanical tools that are used in an operation. From hence forth, the operation

itself is re-conceived as a mechanical process and the place of work as a factory.

Furthermore, humanity is progressively uprooted: “once the machine is in, man is

out” (Beer, 1981, p. 15). We believe that machine skill is always better than human

skill. In this we find the root of modern unemployment in a world in which

ironically there is so much work to do. This explains also the proliferation of

material technology - or mechanistic technology - to produce things we do not

                                                                                                                                
22 The sphere of sovereignty of a system would be the equivalent to Beer's notion of systemic
autonomy found in his own theory of management and organisation.
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need. But this mechanistic world view has meant not only the displacement of

people by machines, but also the mechanisation, and consequent dehumanisation -

of the skill of those who have not yet been displaced. This is exemplified by

advertisements for positions in information technology. Employers are solely

interested in the candidate’s knowledge of machine and software, but seldom is

there an interest in a scientific knowledge about information or the operational

system where information must be supplied. Other professions, such as surgery, are

also being mechanised so that the surgeon’s skill is replaced by the skill to operate

a computer which in turn operates on the patient.

Erudition and skill must also provide a vocation to serve our fellow man in

the particular operation that we have selected for our lives. This flows out of the

vocational commandments in the modalities involved. In Figure 19 the vocational

commandments in the aesthetic modality provide inspiration, while the vocational

commandments in the operational modality generate a call to action, that is, to

produce a work of art. The combination of vocational and universal

commandments supplies our activities with both unity and variety. The unity is

provided by the vocational commandments, inasmuch as they represent the

common call to humanity to seek beauty (and in other operations, love, justice and

suchlike). Yet at the same time, the universal commandments are the source of

variety. For though all dancers ought to strive toward beauty, universal factors

such as the history of the particular region, the state of advance in aesthetic

knowledge, the strength of the bodies of a particular human race, will lead some

women to dance ballet, others flamenco, and yet another a tribal dance. Though all

these dances are different, they should all be united in their search for beauty.
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Metasystem

An operation, whether a work of art, of craftsmanship, or science does not exist in

isolation. As Figure 19 points out, it is coupled to the environment through the

input it receives and the output it produces. It is also coupled to other allied

operational systems, such as the orchestra that provides the music for the dancers.

Although each operational system has its environment, these overlap with each

other and cause further interaction. All these interactions are vital for the operation

and must be managed. Such management is performed by the metasystem, also

illustrated in Figure 20 where we have added an orchestra, symbolised by the

violinist, as an extra operational system. We thus have not only the interconnection

between dancers and their environment but also between both operational systems:

dancers and orchestra. The metasystem is also a type of operation, but in this case,

its input and output is its interaction with the combined operational systems 1

(dancers) and 2 (orchestra). This interaction is governed by the economic modality

that, according to Table I, has as its essence the viability of the operational

systems.

Again, I have derived the idea of viability as the essence of the economic

modality from the work of Beer. His theory of management emerges out of his

study of regulation in biology, especially in the human brain. According to Beer

(1979), every living thing, whether plant, animal or man, needs a system to manage

its interactions within and with its external environment to sustain its life, or make

it viable. This concurs with Dooyeweerd’s idea of vitality - life - being the essence

of the biotic modality. Human life, however, is not restricted to the biotic: there

also is life in the other modalities, such as social life and artistic life. Biological life,

then, has an analogy in the other modalities and it is these other lives that the

economic modality seeks to sustain.
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Thus the essence and principles of the economic modality, viability, are

analogous to the essence and principles of the biotic, vitality. However, the

viability that management seeks is the viability of the operational system - a social

system rather than a biological one - as it interacts with its environment. This
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Figure 20: The Metasystem
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viability is defined by the particular mission of the social system. It can be attained

by the application of managerial cybernetics (Beer, 1979, 1981; de Raadt, 1991), a

word that originates from the Greek word kubernetes and which signifies steward

or governor. Interestingly, this is the very meaning that the word economics held

before the rise of utilitarianism: that is, the stewardship of a household when

industry and family were merged. Management was the operation through which

the ancient family was sustained or attained viability. Thus Beer calls his version of

managerial cybernetics The Viable System Model.

Let us now examine the essential elements of this management cybernetics.

The critical aspect in viability is stability and balance23; these are the central ideas in

cybernetics and systems science. Many of humanity's pains are caused by extremes,

in the same form that an unbalanced diet is bad for our bodies. This principle of

balance, found so pervasively in nature, is also paramount to human life. One must

avoid despotism without falling into anarchy; avoid severity without overindulging

and spoiling our youth; and avoid repressive censorship without giving carte

blanche to the abuses common today in our press. Stability is the ability of a system

to preserve this balance; when the system is so able, then it is viable.

Viability is attained through four activities performed by four respective

subsystems in the metasystem (see Figure 20). These are explained in great detail

by Beer himself and only a short description is necessary here. The co-ordination

subsystem co-ordinates the interactions between operational systems. For example,

in the case of the ballet company, such co-ordination could entail the setting up of

a rehearsal for both dancers and orchestra. The functional subsystem sustains the

organisation, with a variety of functional management activities such as personnel

management, maintenance of physical facilities, transport of musical instruments

                                               
23 The equivalent technical term for balance is equilibrium or steady state.
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and equipment, and accounting, promotion and ticketing. These activities are

concerned with the present or the short term of the organisation: it's “here and

now”. The future, the “there and then”, is the concern of the development

subsystem. It incorporates both planning and design such as the planning of the

extension of the theatre to accommodate a larger audience and the provision of

resources for the ballet company to include larger and more complex works in the

repertoire. Finally, the directive subsystem’s activity is to balance the interactions

of the functional and the development subsystems. It decides how much effort and

which resources should be committed to the future of the company at the expense

of the present and vice versa.

The managerial activities of these four sub-systems are governed by the

economic modality. While similar analogous activities will be performed in the

operational system, they will nevertheless be in a different modality and this

difference should be observed with care. For example, the conductor, operating in

the aesthetic modality, will co-ordinate the playing of the musicians and the

dancing during the performance. He will decide about the musical standard a new

player should have before being hired. He will also plan the musical development

of the orchestra and may also have to balance future against present demands. This

may mean that he must decide how much rehearsal time should be dedicated to the

present programme and how much to the introduction of new works. All the tasks

of the conductor however, though analogous to the managerial ones, are not

governed by the economic modality but by the artistic.

Furthermore, we should be reminded that the authority of a social system is

in the sphere of sovereignty in which it operates. For the ballet company, this is in

the aesthetic modality. The metasystem is only an accessory to the operational

system, set up to support it and ensure its viability. Therefore managers should not

“boss” or “run” the conductor. On the contrary, it is the conductor, as head of the
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operational system, who should have the final decision. If a new flute player is to

be hired, the personnel department may decide upon the appropriate salary range,

but it must be the conductor who ultimately decides who should be hired. His

decision should rest upon his artistic judgement of which applicant plays the best

because it is according to the measure of knowledge - in this case, musical

knowledge - that authority should be bestowed upon people. Thus the importance

of truth, for in truth is also found social justice.

This is crucial. The sphere of sovereignty of social systems has been

severely violated by two managerial perspectives that tend to dominate and

oppress the operational system. Both are forms of reductionism. The first is

economic utilitarianism, discussed in Chapter 4, which states that any decision in

the organisation should aim at maximising economic utility - defined as the

difference between pain and pleasure and measured in money. This means a

reversal to the economic norms as they existed before the industrial revolution. It

was then held that the first task of any enterprise, whether it be a shoe maker or a

dance company, was vocational: to serve the community. It was also considered

fair that one should “not muzzle an ox while it is treading out the grain”, that is,

that as a result of their service, producers should be justly remunerated. However,

since the industrial revolution, every social institution has yielded to the new

economic norms. These turn every human endeavour - including religion and dance

companies - into business ventures that assert their ultimate aim in the terms of

monetary utility. Thus the modern idea of treading the grain is for the ox to gobble

up most of it.

We know the disaster that this utilitarian formula brings upon the

underprivileged classes during the Industrial Revolution and how they are excluded

from sharing the material benefits brought by the new technology. This disaster is

repeated in other European nations in 19th century and in Spain at the beginning of
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20th. As a reaction to the excesses of utilitarian economics, a second form of

reductionism is supplied by Marx. Marx rejects management as a useless class ploy

to exploit the proletariat and replaces the economic modality with the social

modality (thus the term “socialism”) as the means of governing all human activities.

He is motivated by the misery generated by the Industrial Revolution and by the

hoarding of wealth by the managerial class. His expectation is that the Industrial

Revolution will be overthrown by a social class revolution. Many today recognise

that the social consciousness of Marx’s theories - and of similar thinkers such as

Frankfurt School - is borrowed from the Old and New Testament (Tar, 1985).

Much of Marx’s ethic of struggle against social oppression echoes the sounds of

the old prophetic themes. Yet Marx’s ethic twists the prophetic message of love

into that of conflict and violence. For Marx - in contrast to Dooyeweerd - the

essence of the social modality is social conflict rather than social interaction; hence

struggle for power becomes all important to the revolutionary process.

Marx expects that through a dialectical process, history will eventually

deliver power to the people and thus he is content to wait for the right time. His

successors - such as Lenin - have no such patience, and hold that history must be

assisted by forcefully getting hold of power. It is out of this violent struggle that

the socialist system emerges in Eastern Europe. Management, as a legitimate

science and practice of viability, is rejected and the metasystem transformed into a

bureaucracy (see Figure 21) obsessed by role, status, hierarchy, authority and

privilege as ends in themselves. All these elements, being part of the social

modality, have little to do with viability and form the kernel of a “gargantuan civil

service” (as Solzhenitsyn calls it) where:

people don’t put any effort at all into their official duties and have no enthusiasm
for them, but cheat (and sometimes steal) as much as they can and spend their
office hours doing private jobs (they’re forced to, with wages as low as they are
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today; for nobody is strong enough and no life-time long enough to earn a living
from wage alone). Everybody is trying to make more money for less work. (1974, p.
34f.)

The bureaucracy is not only corrupt, but dominates and oppresses the

people as much as does capitalism. Note that the link in Figure 21 between the
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Figure 21: The Bureaucracy
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bureaucracy and the operational systems is unidirectional to emphasise its

totalitarian nature. The victims of this totalitarianism are people of all backgrounds,

both ordinary and extraordinary, tradesmen as well as great artists and scientists.

Dmitri Shostakovich is forced to compose symphonies that please Stalin, and

scientists at the Soviet Academy of Science are forbidden to apply mathematical

modelling to economics.

A gentler version of socialism is found in Western European nations that

are ruled by social power but are financed by a form of restrained capitalism. In

Sweden for example, internal socialism is combined with external capitalism.

Swedish industry is intensely market oriented in its operations with the outside

world, while internally it supports a socialist system that dominates every

institution. People - sometimes sincerely - believe that democracy is attained

through the endless establishment of bureaucratic committees, often comprised of

individuals who have limited managerial understanding.24 Participation in these

committees is sought mostly for social power, generating a type of distributed

totalitarianism that meddles in almost every aspect of people’s life: the family, the

church and the university (Gould, 1988; Lindbom, 1996). Furthermore, often

people who seek membership in these committees do so after failing to show

sufficient professional competence in the operational systems that they now aspire

to direct. Thus many social systems are ruled by a pretty combination of

managerial and professional incompetence. They face a grim future as the industrial

wealth that has financed them in the past has started to dwindle.

Faced with economic disaster, countries of varying socialist intensities have

begun a frantic switch towards a “market economy”, trading the totalitarianism of

                                               
24 In fact, the Swedish language has no word that accurately translates the English term
"management" or "managerial".
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bureaucracy for the totalitarianism of the market. The very parties that rose to

power to protect people from the excesses of capitalism - the Social Democrats,

the Christian Democrats and the Labourites - now embrace the market economy

and accelerated technological expansion as the panacea for all national ills. As a

result, a large component of the resources previously allocated to health,

education, arts and community development are being redirected towards

industries. Most politicians and managers are not too concerned about the wisdom

of a market mechanism that favours the fast-food industry over education; they

assume that all this is “democratically” decided by consumer preferences. They

ignore that massive conglomerates very “undemocratically” manipulate such

preferences to their pleasure by exercising control through the media. Through this

they not only peddle a multitude of goods we do not need, and insistently pound

on us - especially on our youth - the lifestyle we ought to adopt for their sake.

Devoid of a vocational guide, men and women can unsuspectingly find themselves

in as vulnerable a position as the country people who emigrated to the big

industrial centres during the industrial revolution. They are unaware that

institutions that protected them in the past, such as unions, political parties and

religious organisations either have embraced capitalism or have been swallowed up

by the confusions of post-modernity.

What are we to do to stop all this? One thing we must do is to liberate our

social institutions from capitalism on one hand and socialism on the other. Only

wisdom and the legitimate authority it bestows in the sphere of sovereignty of

every human activity can make us free. It is in wisdom where a vocation to serve

humanity, rather than to overpower it, is found. This difference between a free and

a bound system can be illustrated again by referring to the ballet and a music

recording company. From a multi-modal point of view, both companies find the

sphere of sovereignty in the aesthetic modality. It is here where their vocation is
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encapsulated. Their ultimate aim is to be a dance maker and a music maker, for the

people need dance and music to cheer, inspire and allow them to express their

feelings. This does not exclude both companies’ obligations to balance their

budgets, to pay a salary to their employees and to pay the interest on the capital

that they have borrowed. But these obligations are distinct from their mission or

vocation. Here is where the modern twist in our understanding and enslaving of

organisations turns up. For though we may be reluctant to say that the mission of

the ballet is to pay interest out of profit, we are not reluctant to say that making

money is the mission of a recording company. We consider the recording company

to be a business and, when a social system is regarded as business, its ultimate goal

automatically becomes making money regardless of its sphere of sovereignty. It is

this modern classification as business that enslaves a social system: it forces it to

give up its sphere of sovereignty and its vocation and binds it to the law of utility.

According to this law every human endeavour - including a ballet company -

should be regarded as a business. And, as already mentioned, this is what our

political and managerial leaders are enthusiastically doing. This is what must be

stopped.

Recursion

Figure 13 shows our ballet company interacting with many other systems.

This interaction also must be managed to secure the viability of all the systems

involved, just as in Figure 20 the interaction of orchestra and dancers was managed

to ensure the company’s overall viability. This is made possible, according to Beer,

by a recursive structure, that is, by a structure that appears repeatedly. All

operational systems with their respective metasystems are joined into one single

operational system at a higher level of organisation. This new operational system
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has its own metasystem sustaining it. Let us consider Figure 22 where there are

three operational systems, each with its sphere of sovereignty in a different

modality: the ballet company (aesthetic), the school of arts (epistemic) and the

railways (kinetic). Note that the ballet company, though comprised of two

operational systems and one metasystem (see Figure 20) is now represented as one

single operational system (1) at a higher level of recursion. Likewise, the

overlapping environments of the dancers and orchestra in Figure 20 have been

merged into one environment that now overlaps with the environments of the

school of arts and the railways. The reason for this merger is that the ballet

company, though composed of two operational systems, is in reality one social

system with one identity, such the “The Royal Ballet”.

However this does no apply to the combination of railways, arts school and

ballet. Although each one of them has an identity that envelops the various

operational systems that comprise them, they are not absorbed into a single identity

at the higher recursion level. Thus the interaction present between the operational

systems in Figure 20 is not present in Figure 22. There are only interactions in the

overlapping of environments in which are found the spheres of sovereignty of the

systems. For example, the dancers’ skill and knowledge (epistemic) of ballet is

dependent upon the aesthetic knowledge received in the school of arts. The two

modalities involved, epistemic and aesthetic, form a link between the two social

systems, the ballet and the school of arts. Likewise, if the ballet plans a tour to give

regional performances, it will require specialised transportation (kinetic) of the

artists, the musical instruments and costumes to the locations of performance. Thus

a co-ordination system at this level of recursion is required to integrate these

interactions. These interactions show the mutual interdependence that exists

between all social systems that comprise a society. Cybernetics has taught us that

these interactions are crucial (Ashby, 1976), for the individual and collective
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viability of the social systems are each a requisite of the other. That is, no systems

can be viable within a recursion that is not itself viable. The opposite is also true, a

system that is not viable will eventually threaten the viability of the higher recursion

within which it is an operational system. It is paramount therefore that there should

be a managerial system at the higher recursion level that will sustain the various

operational systems dependent on it and ensure their viability. In our example, the

management system at this level of recursion may be the government of the

particular community to which the ballet, the school of arts and the railways

belong. The same utilitarian or socialist distortions of management we discussed

above may appear at this level of recursion. There is a socialist approach to

government that exercises government and politics through social power. The

result is a government bureaucracy that owns the ballet, the school of arts, the

railways and almost everything else. It controls these with great inefficiency and

inefficacy and often with injustice as well. Then there is the more current solution

to this: the privatising of all these institutions. Everything goes under the

auctioneer’s hammer - hospitals and police stations included - to be run strictly

under utilitarian principles. But our principles would dictate that government, being

the metasystem at the communal level of recursion, should not intervene in the

activities of each operational system. It should instead sustain them managerially to

ensure their continuation. This it should do in the same manner as in the ballet

company in Figure 20. In both levels of recursion the metasystem’s operations are

directed towards the economic modality; thus they are analogous to each other.

This means that the upper level metasystem also has four subsystems with the same

tasks as described earlier. That is, there must be: (1) a subsystem that helps to co-

ordinate the interaction between each operational system; (2) a functional system

that looks after the integration of various organisational functions; (3) a

development system looking into the future and (4) a system that balances the
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future with the present.
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Management (Economic) Theory and Operational Research

So far we have examined the path in which we start with multi-modal

wisdom and within it we find the commandments that guide our vocation. This

vocation is in turn transformed into an activity or operation that requires to be

managed. Our final task is to place management theory and operational research

within the framework we have built and explain how they too can contribute

knowledge to the realisation of our human vocation.

Management should be the concern of economics par excellence. At

present, utilitarian economics makes a distinction between micro and macro-

economics. Micro-economics busies itself at the industrial level while macro-

economics does the same at the national level. In a recursive structure such as we

have discussed above, micro-economics would correspond to the management of

lower recursions and macro-economics to upper recursions. However, due to the

narrow nature of utilitarian economics these distinctions are accentuated. In a

multi-modal context the opposite occurs: the analogies between the two become

more visible due to the emphasis on multi-modal viability rather than utility. Thus

while in utilitarian economics, micro-economics is closely linked to management

and macro-economics to political economy, from a multi-modal perspective

management and economics may be regarded as synonymous.25

There is also an applied science in management - generally known as

operational research - which addresses managerial practice and skill.

Contemporary operations research has lost its original multi-disciplinary and

systemic vision. Due to the reductionistic nature of utilitarian economics and its

reliance on numbers, the idiom that operational research employs today is mostly

numerical. In certain quarters operational research has been identified as a branch

                                               
25 Management and economics already are synonyms in an etymological sense.
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of applied mathematics. In the previous chapter we indicated that mathematics is

an excellent idiom to model universal commandments through abstraction. But

management is a highly vocational activity, having a greater need for understanding

through association. In this, operational research has proven quite barren,

especially since the complex environment that managers face today renders most

quantitative models for decision making quite ineffectual. Maybe as a consequence,

contemporary operational research has moved away from the metasystem and its

managerial scene, and has increasingly occupied itself in developing models for

highly mechanistic processes in the operational system. This again reinforces the

overall mechanistic view of social systems.

What is required is a broader operational research, one that applies both

abstraction and association to build multi-modal models for each of the four sub-

systems of the metasystem. This is illustrated in Figure 23. Here the economic

problems concerning the viability of a system are being analysed from an
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Figure 23: Operational Research
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operational perspective to guide managerial action and decision making. The

analysis carried out by operational research should employ the two methods of

understanding. Abstraction should model the universal commandments and

association the vocational. There is a great need for universal and vocational

models that will support a more humane managerial practice: a practice concerned

with the viability of both the cultural and natural environments. This is the

challenge that confronts contemporary operational research.



CHAPTER 7

Systems Design

e must now look at the future of social systems and the creative

understanding necessary to design and re-design them. This has

always been regarded as a weighty matter. The people whose works we examined

in the first part of this book - Moses, Plato, Jesus, Augustine and Calvin - could be

regarded as systems designers of Israel, The Republic, The Kingdom of God and

Geneva. Sadly, social systems design is often imposed upon people from outside.

This is especially so when a culture declines and becomes weak. At that stage

people become vulnerable to a foreign power taking over and imposing upon them

a new way of living. We can cite as an example Spain: first Romans overcame the

Iberians, then the Goths overcame the Romans, this was followed by the Moors

overpowering the Goths in the South, and in turn the Castilians overpowering the

Moors. In each case, the internal weakness of society made them a prey to an

invasion and imposition of a different mode of life.

Modernism is also a cultural invasion upon people's lives. It dictates how

people should arrange their life and institutions by imposing a machine-like

framework upon their lives and by shaping their society like a large factory. This

has been presented to us as progress. Progress, we are told, is inevitable. It is like

the weather: one cannot stop the rain on the day of the picnic. We must accept it

W
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and make the best out of it.

So, in the same way that the Roman Empire imposed changes to the life

and institutions of the people they conquered, industry and technology impose its

own changes as it conquers us. Moreover since the whole globe is absorbing

industrialisation or more appropriately, industry is absorbing the globe, there

remains no power capable of overturning this mechanical empire and of releasing

us from its oppression. The oppressive nature of modernism has led British systems

designers to break away from the mechanical epistemology of modernism. This

“first epistemological break”, according to Flood and Ulrich (1990), is brought by

Checkland (1981). He is concerned about the vast limitations of "hard" systems

design approaches - derived from engineering - when they are applied to designing

social systems. So he proposes a "soft" systems approach that recognises the

personal aspect of design. To attain this Checkland adopts a subjective approach to

design, and regards human values as "fuzzy", to be distinguished from the hard

facts with which the engineer designer is accustomed to deal. In the "fuzzy” world

of values, rigorous or "hard" design as employed by engineers is not of much use.

A new method is proposed which pools together subjective interpretations of this

"fuzzy" world into the systems design process. Each person's interpretation is

regarded as valuable as the other's. Checkland believes that the method of finding

answers is of greater importance than the findings themselves. This is in accord

with post-modern thinking, where science is more concerned with method rather

than with the truth that it is pursuing. The danger in this approach is that it

succumbs to a relativism where it is no longer possible to judge the content of such

interpretations even if some of them should be detrimental to people. This is

acknowledged by Checkland himself.

An alternative to this relativism requires, according to Flood and Ulrich

(1990), a “second epistemological break” out of which emerges critical systems
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thinking. This thinking rejects the mechanistic and hard approach of modernism.

However, while recognising the subjective nature of human thought, it seeks to

avoid relativism "... by accepting that "out there" are some hard factual conditions

that do not exist in the mind only." (p. 26.) Scholars who follow this thinking are

committed to a number of principles: critical and social awareness, emancipation

and a complementary approach to theory and practice. The latter means that

critical systems thinkers combine different ways of understanding depending on the

application they are considering. This type of understanding continually examines

the presuppositions of one’s thought to make one aware the partiality than can lie

behind its conclusions. This self-reflective approach to understanding is a struggle

for a "via media" between the pretended optimism and objectivity of modernism

and the pessimism and subjectivity of post-modernism (Flood and Romm, 1995).

There are however two main problems with critical systems thinking.

Firstly, though Flood and Ulrich reach out "toward the system's epistemological

ideal" this is not sufficient (1990, p. 256). To be critically aware of how we think is

important, but we must also reflect upon what we think. This is especially so for

the manager or systems designer who must face concrete responsibilities in life.

The second problem is closely linked to the first. While the commitments of critical

systems thinking are worthy and necessary, they are by themselves not sufficient.

There are a large number of other commitments that are required if systems design

is going to make a significant impact on the industrialised society in which we live

and in the management that leads it. The list must be far longer, and would include

such things as love, patience, forgiveness, perseverance and dedication. All these

are essential for human existence and activity and yet they are absent from the

dictionary of modern industry and management.

We need therefore a third “epistemological break”: a prophetic approach

such as has been presented in the previous chapters that reaches out to God and
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looks for true emancipation. For long before systems science was even thought of,

prophets brought to oppressed people their message of emancipation that was

utterly foreign to the ancient world. When asked by the oppressors whence they

had acquired such a bizarre idea, their answer was: "from God".

Design and the Third Epistemological Break

Multi-modal approach to systems design originates out of the vocational

command, which is itself the inspiration that we receive from the Spirit of God (see

Figure 14 in Chapter 5). That is, we regard design as essentially visionary: a

process of learning how we should build our social systems. It is also a process of

learning how to live in which God is our teacher and the inspiration of our vision

for the future. Design is therefore an ought - it is addressed to the vocation of

people. This approach differs radically from the mechanistic approach, or social

engineering, which superimposes a mechanical framework upon people and allows

no cultural variations among them and imposes the same standard upon everyone.

Multi-modal systems design allows for cultural variation between one group of

people and another while at the same it promotes the essential unity of mankind.

Cultural differences between peoples stem out of the universal command of God

while their commonality as humans is based on the vocational command. Figure 24

shows that cultures of the Dutch, Egyptians, Russians and Australian aborigines

display great variety. This variety has been shaped by the diversity of the universal

command as it presents itself in the geographical, historical, climatic conditions in

which these cultures have unfolded. Thus the lowlands and polders of Holland, the

seasonal flooding of the Nile, the conjunction of Asia and Europe in Russia and the

remoteness and isolation of Australia have all played a major role in moulding the

lives of their people. It has provided the spice of life and even the opportunity to
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have a good laugh at one self. This variety however, does not eliminate the

common humanity of these people, all of whom are made in the image of God.

Compassion, loyalty, love, hope and suchlike should exist in each of these cultures,

even if they may be expressed with different symbols. What makes cultures

different is the universal command, what binds humanity together is the vocational

command. Aspects of geography, weather, history and so on determine the

different cultural patterns of peoples living in different places on the globe. Since

the universal command comes from the hand of God, we must accept that this

cultural variety is good and should be preserved.

On the other hand, all humanity

is called to respond to the same human

vocation for we are children of the

same Father. Koreans are as much

responsible for love, justice and beauty

as are the Laps in Scandinavia or the

Swiss in the Alps. It is usual for a

civilised person from one end of the

globe to experience delight in meeting a

civilised person from another. Both

enjoy seeing the same things they hold

dear, such as love, beauty and justice,

embodied in their different cultured

symbols. Conflict is more likely to flow

out of the encounter of uncivilised and

prejudiced people regardless of their

place of origin.

This is contrary to the approach of modernism: it unites humanity in what it

Holland

Egypt

Russia
Australia

Vocational

Universal

Figure 24: Unity and Diversity
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regards as the mechanical laws of the universe. Everyone is free to do as he pleases

as long as it fits with the marketing strategy of industry. Like Henry Ford who

once said about his model T: “you can choose it in any colour as long as it is

black”. Thus, USA corporations have built huge shopping malls in Chile, fitted in

almost the same way as those in California or New York. In it they have set up fast

food distributors such as MacDonalds and Pizza Hut. Chilean culture - including its

traditional diet - is gradually being replaced by the ”Barby doll” life style.

Mechanical design has been characterised by a one-eyed optimism.

Regardless of whether it is in Chile, Egypt or Sweden, it is believed that

technological development is indicative of the general progress of humanity.

However, as we argued in Chapter 4, our increase in understanding the universal

command has not been accompanied by a matching increase in our understanding

of the vocational command (see Figure 12). There is therefore not much ground

for optimism. However we need not sink into the pessimism of post-modernism

that admits no future for mankind and no vision that can inspire us, but only a

vegetative life at the mercy of technology and the market. God provides a new

vision of both forgiveness and renewal. And it is most essential that we regard

forgiveness as an important element in design. For most design of social systems

should really be a re-design that corrects the errors of the past. This may not be

quite obvious in rich societies, for they tend to be rather self-centred and interested

only in their affairs. The reality of the situation is that many rich countries and the

social systems that comprise them have inflicted a vast amount of pain upon the

people who are outside their boundaries. The mission of design must start

therefore, with the correcting of injustices: when people have been oppressed, the

oppressed hunger for justice while the oppressor needs forgiveness. This is not a

matter of vengeance, people need to be re-assured that justice exists before they

can have peace of mind. If they can be so assured, then the process of re-design
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can start.

Enmity however, not only occurs between oppressed and oppressors and

between rich and poor, but also between any type of people within social systems.

We all dislike and resent someone or other in our lives. This dislike arises out of

some wrongdoing, is reinforced by some more wrongdoing and from then on takes

a life of its own. Beyond some point, we find it difficult to remember the ills that

have led us to dislike a person: we have reached the point where we dislike them

because we do not like them. We experience a sick pleasure with their latest

wrongdoing for it justifies our dislike. This enmity weaves itself into almost every

systems design or re-design; sometimes it is the cause of it or it is seen as such.

One reason many people resist change is because they suspect that it is motivated

by someone who wants to harm them. They may seek justice, but justice is slow to

come. It must be administered by a third party and is expensive. A better solution is

forgiveness based on love. We can then redesign our systems on a clean sheet.

Unfortunately, this avenue of reconciliation is not accepted by everyone. Many,

including some systems scientists such as von Bertalanffy (1981), have dismissed

love as impractical in a "world governed by the struggle for existence" (p.24). But

von Bertalanffy’s solution is far more impractical. The “struggle for existence”,

which means looking after your interests is precisely what eventually brings every

social system down, be it the family, the school, the state or the railway company.

It creates a house divided against itself that is so brittle that at the first

environmental disturbance it collapses.

Certainly von Bertalanffy is right inasmuch as design based upon love is no

ground for naïve optimism, but nor is it ground for cynical pessimism. As we have

seen in Chapter 3, Augustine toiled with this issue in his City of God. He saw, like

von Bertalanffy, man in the midst of a drama shaped by the struggle between the

two cities: the earthly and the heavenly. He is neither optimistic nor pessimistic, but
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hopeful. For Augustine, hope is not just some wishful thinking; it is what ought to

be and what we are certain it will one day be. And though hope is placed in the

future it also manifests itself in the present, even if it is only in a small way. Hope

can pull us through this world: when we fall to the ground, it will be there to pick

us up, shake off the dust and encourage us to try again. Hope is the vision of

Augustine’s heavenly city, mirrored in the earthly lives of men and women with

vision. This is the starting point of multi-modal systems design. To design systems

that reflect the hope of the world to come and yet that bring relief and comfort to

those who struggle in this. At times, we may even bring a glimpse of the future

splendour in great works such as the arts, science and technology.

An illustration of the design of social systems is given in Figure 25. Design

- shown on the left - first starts with the prime constituent of a social system: the

operational system. In this case we have chosen an operating theatre in a hospital.

Design is also linked to science - on the right. By science we mean what we

described in Chapter 5. That is, understanding that involves both abstraction and

association as in Figure 16, and which seeks life - in this instance, biological life -

as its chief aim. Let us assume that we are considering a biological discovery that

can greatly improve heart surgery. We have placed at the right had of Figure 25 the

four modalities that play the main role in this example. Scientific investigation

requires accurate data and its proper representation (informatory), knowledge of

biological theory (epistemic), and a scientific methodology (operational) to bring

together both theory and data. It also requires inspiration that is received through

faith (credal).

This scientific activity leads us to design which involves six steps -

numbered in Figure 25:

1. There is an initial amount of biological knowledge represented by the inner

circle within the biotic modality. Given that knowledge bestows authority, this also
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represents the sphere of sovereignty of the hospital’s operating theatre.

2.  Through the scientific investigation, this knowledge is expanded to the outer

circle.

1.   The expanded knowledge is then translated into the operational modality where

the old method of operating - represented by the inner circle - is redesigned into

the outer circle guided by the new biological knowledge. This is the creative or

design activity par excellence.

2.  However, the operational modality sets certain restraints: not all biological

3
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Figure 25: Design
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knowledge is practical from an operating theatre point of view.

3.  The amount of biological knowledge that has practical application is less than

that initially found in the outer circle in the biological modality. So the outer circle,

which stands for the new sphere of sovereignty of the operating theatre, is

accordingly reduced to the middle circle.

4.  This whole process is woven into history, so that not only is the process

influenced by the past, but it will itself influence the future.

As medical science expands our knowledge of the biological modality, the

theatre’s sphere of sovereignty also expands to include new types of treatments

and drugs that were previously unknown. An operational system is, however, a

multi-modal system, that is, it encompasses each one of the modalities and thus it

must be designed to have internal modal integrity along the vertical axis. Checking

for integrity is very similar to the process we have just described, but this time it

involves the operational modality and all other relevant modalities. This is

illustrated in Figure 26 where the operation is tested to see how it integrates with

three other modalities: economic, juridical and ethical. The operation may prove to

be quite sound from a scientific (biological) point of view. That is, it may help the

patient. However, when translated into economics, it may prove to be

unmanageable. This may be because the logistics required to organise such an

operation is difficult. In this case one option is to split the social system as we

suggested in Chapter 6 when describing the historical split of diverse systems from

the ancient family.

At other times, the operation is far too costly. There has been a constant

escalating cost of health-care partly due to the new medical technologies that are

being designed. Undoubtedly, these developments have brought considerable relief

to suffering in many circumstances, but in many others it has brought relief to

diseases that stem out of the very intensity of a technologically dominated life.
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People eat fast food and live life styles that increase the probabilities of needing

costly heart surgery when healthier diets and living habits would significantly

diminish such a likelihood. Less stress would also lessen mental health costs, an

area of sickness where we see a marked increase today.

Likewise, the operation should be examined under the light of the juridical

modality. This does not only mean that one should check whether the operation is

legal or not, but rather whether it is just, for laws can be unjust. In Nazi Germany,

it became legal for physicians to kill mentally retarded people: a legal but

Operational

Ethical

Juridical

Economic

Figure 26: Modal Integrity
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nevertheless barbarian and grossly unjust act. In Sweden gynaecologists are

obliged by law to perform an abortion if requested; that is, supposed freedom of

choice does not entail freedom to act according to one’s conscience. Finally we

have the ethical modality. Actions at an operating room may be just and yet not

ethical. Organisations are seldom viable if people work according to rules. Due to

this very fact, “work to rules” is a milder form of industrial action than outright

strike, but still aimed at making the system non-viable if applied for a protracted

time. Thus the practice of medicine, like every operation, requires self-sacrifice. If

the operational theatre is to be viable, especially when new methods are

introduced, a great degree of commitment from staff is required to make it

succeed.

Horizontal Integration

Chapter 6 indicated that every system also operates within a systemic

environment and this generates an environmental overlap between different

systems. The environmental overlap must be integrated to allow for the

harmonious operation of the diverse systems. This is attained through the common

modal commandments within which they integrate their respective spheres of

sovereignty and by the vertical integration that we have discussed above. The

vertical constraints that other modalities impose upon the sphere of sovereignty

guarantees the harmony between one type of system and another. Let us illustrate

this with the three social systems - family, hospital and court of justice in Figure

27. Their spheres of sovereignty are respectively marked by a circle in the ethical,

biotic and juridical modalities. Through the vertical integration process each of

these systems safeguards the freedom of the other. Assume that the surgeons at the

hospital carry out an operation on a patient. This involves issues pertaining to at
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least three modalities that we shall consider here. There are medical (biotic

modality), legal (juridical modality) and ethical (ethical modality) issues. The

question is: who has authority over these? Note that there are both matters of

authority and freedom involved, that is, the authority to act also requires the

freedom to be able to do so. The multi-modal answer is that the decision should be

made by the systems whose sphere of sovereignty is in the modality in which the

particular issue resides. That is, the hospital should give the patient’s family

freedom to give loving support (ethical modality) to the husband and father

through visits, gifts, and news from home. Decision in these matters should be left

to the family. Yet, there may be a case where “doctor’s orders” may limit the

duration of the visit due to the patient’s need of rest. These “orders” are given due

to medical reasons (biotic modality) and again should be respected for they belong

to the hospital's sphere of sovereignty. Likewise, there may be some laws

protecting human life that the hospital must obey and which fall in the sphere of

sovereignty of the courts (juridical modality).

It must be emphasised that the exercise of each sphere of sovereignty is

meant chiefly to benefit the patient and is not a negotiation aimed at reaching

consensus between parties with conflicting self-interest. Negotiated decisions are

often one-sided, depending upon the party who has more power. Given that biased

justice, ethics or medical practice cannot be fully beneficial to the patient,

negotiation attains neither justice, ethics nor good medicine. True freedom emerges

from the modal commandments and not through the interaction of the diverse

systems involved and the promotion of their self-interests. This is the greatest

weakness found in “democratic” or “participative” systems design approaches that

base their decisions purely on the negotiation of the parties involved. Multi-modal

freedom is a freedom that allows each system to fulfil its God-given duty - whether

juridical, ethical or medical - without violating other systems or the overall
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systemic environment.

 We may conclude from what we have said in this chapter that

design is not a matter of sculpturing social systems and the people who serve in

them into some shape that they must adopt to fulfil the system’s mission. It is a

matter of first grasping the mission and then finding out how to organise our

operations so that we can best accomplish it. The system designer’s task is not

hammering  and chiselling people into pre-moulded roles and activities; for they are

not machines. The task is to address them as people and deliver them with a new

understanding of their vocation. And since enhancing the understanding, that is, the

wise understanding, of all who participate and manage this operation is the crucial

element in this, then learning will also be the pivot of systems design. Design is

therefore closely allied with teaching which means that the most important systems

designers in any society are parents and teachers. What impairments do we bring

upon our future when we neglect families and schools!

SOS

SOS

SOSEthical

Juridical

Biotic

Freedom

Freedom

Figure 27: Horizontal Integration
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Conclusion

he three last chapters have sketched the main contours of a wise

science and how it can be applied to managing and designing. It is

easy to see its potential application and lose sight of its foundation. I would like to

end this book therefore by again stressing what that foundation is and how

important it is. The fundamental idea is that the universe and our lives are not

governed by impersonal, inert and static laws but by a living, personal and dynamic

God. This governance then, is not a matter of following a pre-established order,

but of personal interaction with the governor. If this is true for the universe in

general, how more true it is for man in particular! It follows that the chief aim of

our understanding should be to know God first and then to learn from him how to

live. This understanding, however, is not gained by simply knowing about God, but

by knowing him personally. A man and his wife can learn much about each other

by reading a book on psychology, but this can never replace the personal knowing

of each other. This is the heart of multi-modal systems epistemology. Nothing can

replace our personal knowledge of God and his universe. Without it, we become

almost blind. Much of what is essential to living meaningfully and with civility

becomes like a dark matter. Within this dark matter is our soul and without it the

most wonderful technology will not stop us destroying our lives through drugs,

T
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crime, social disintegration and the world through pollution and extinction.

Technological development requires scientific understanding and this in turn

requires a vocational motivation. Without this vocation, science stops and our

universities decay into industrial trade schools. We must seek God, but we must

seek him like the prophet and not like the philosopher. For the dark matter will not

become transparent through mere intellectual exertion. It is dark not because of

intellectual lacking but because of a broken relationship between man and God.

The bridge must first be mended before we can reach understanding, even multi-

modal systems understanding. Without this mending of friendship with God, multi-

modal systems thinking or any manner of thinking will whither away.

It is like if, perceiving that beauty abides in the rose, we should take it and

not the rosebush that has been offered to us as a gift. The rose, regardless of its

beauty, can only give pleasure for a few days. It will die. Should we take the bush,

plant it in our garden, prune and nurture it with love, we shall have the pleasure of

not one but many roses. We shall enjoy the colours and smell year after year. We

may multiply it and pass on shoots to our friends just as we received the original as

a gift ourselves. For the beauty, colour and fragrance of a rose are sustained by the

bush and the roots that lie under this earth (like dark matter). They are the source

of its life. One day this rosebush will be transformed and its beauty multiplied a

hundred fold not only in the flowers but also the trunk and the roots. Especially the

roots: they have been long submerged in the dark earth, deprived of the joy of light

and air. On that day, their sacrificial labour of keeping the bush and flowers alive

will be universally acknowledged and rewarded by being bedecked with the

greatest of splendours. And on that day, dark matter will become like light,

everywhere to be seen. This is the hope that should inspire our understanding and

our life. We must now turn and act upon it.
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